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Ascension Parish, located along the Mississippi River in southern Louisiana, is a low-
lying, low slope landscape that primarily drains into the tidally-influenced Lake Maurepas.  The 
predominant method of drainage within the parish is gravity drainage.  Ascension Parish is 
currently one of the fastest growing areas in the United States.  New developments have changed 
the area’s hydrology along with its landscape.  Proper watershed delineation within the parish is 
critical for the management of and future improvements to the parish’s drainage infrastructure.  
Most of the recent drainage modeling in the parish has been performed using a light detection 
and ranging (LIDAR) digital elevation model (DEM).   
 There are a number of software applications available which provide automated 
watershed delineation tools.  Most automated watershed delineation tools only require a DEM as 
input; however, other data, such as a stream network shapefile, can be used to force the 
automated watershed delineation tool to consider certain known existing conditions.  Stream 
network shapefiles can vary in the detail they provide.  By running an automated watershed 
delineation tool using stream networks of varying detail, the effects of their detail on the 
watershed delineation process can be quantified.  Results showed significant differences in 
watershed area and watershed orientation across the three different delineations completed using 
different stream network inputs.  The detailed stream network breached inaccurate hydrologic 
barriers present in the DEM.  These barriers were the main cause of differences between the 
three sets of watersheds.  
When delineating a watershed, the number of sub-basins that are created to represent the 
watershed is dependent on a user-defined stream threshold value.  Watersheds may be 
represented in detail by many sub-basins or generally with only one sub-basin encompassing the 
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entire delineated watershed area.  Hydrologic models can be created using these different sub-
basin delineations to represent the same physical area.   The effects of different watershed sub-
basin delineations on hydrologic process modeling can then be determined.  Results showed 
significant differences in the model outputs across the three different sub-basin delineations used 
to represent the same watersheds; with an increase in sub-basin delineation detail, time to peak 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Watershed Delineation 
 
 A watershed is the divide separating one drainage area from another (Chow 1964).  The 
area of a watershed encompasses all surface waters that flow to a common point (Figure 1.1).  
Just like the waterways that watersheds are centered around, watersheds have a hierarchical 
relationship with each other; if one waterway flows into another waterway, the watershed for the 
tributary of the higher order waterway is included in the watershed of the higher order waterway.  
When trying to refer to watersheds by different terms based on their different scales, the 
terminology for watersheds can lead to confusion.  Catchment, basin, drainage area, river basin, 
sub-basin, and drainage basin are all common watershed terms attempting to describe the relative 
size of watersheds.  For this thesis, all watersheds for named waterways will simply be referred 
to as watersheds, regardless of whether some of the watersheds are fully encompassed within 
other watersheds.  The only exception to this is the watersheds for the Amite River and Lake 
Maurepas that were delineated by the USGS.  These delineations are referred to as the Amite 
River Basin and Lake Maurepas Basin.  When these watersheds are broken down past the level 
of named waterways to even smaller divisions, the divisions will be referred to as sub-basins. 
 
 




 In essence, a watershed collects all of the water within the covered area and funnels it 
into a waterway.  Watersheds are topographically separated from adjacent watersheds by ridges 
in the landscape.  Therefore, with an understanding of an area’s topography, watersheds for the 
area can be delineated.  Representations of an area’s topography include a DEM and a stream 
network shapefile.  
 The initial steps in the watershed delineation process are referred to as terrain 
preprocessing steps because they prepare the DEM, a representation of the area’s terrain, for 
further processing.  During these initial steps, potential problems with the DEM can be identified 
and corrected.  Potential problems with the DEM include the presence of sinks, or low areas 
surrounded higher terrain on all sides, which don’t allow for flow determinations to be made at 
these points.   
 Once the terrain preprocessing steps are complete, the actual watershed delineation 
process can begin.  While all watershed delineation processes contain slight differences, the 
general steps are the same.  Watershed delineation steps include the creation of a flow direction 
grid, flow accumulation grid, and stream network grid.  The stream network grid is created based 
off a user-defined threshold which defines how much watershed area must drain to a specific 
point before it is considered part of the watershed’s stream network.  The stream network is then 
broken into segments, and individual sub-basins are delineated for each segment.  All sub-basins 
draining to a specific watershed outlet are the combined in a final watershed shapefile.         
 The watershed is the most obvious unit over which to perform hydrologic and 
environmental analysis.  For that reason, watershed delineation is a commonly performed task by 
civil and environmental engineers.  Because of its widespread use and repetitive nature of the 
underlying processes involved, certain techniques for automated watershed delineation have 
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been created, implemented, and improved in different GIS systems and custom applications to 
make the watershed delineation process faster and more accurate (Garbrecht and Martz 1999).  
1.2 Hydrologic Process Modeling 
 
 In hydrology, the watershed is the logical unit over which to observe the movement of 
water.  The majority of water that enters a watershed, in the form of precipitation, exits the 
watershed at its outlet.  A stream gage placed at a watershed’s outlet can record such data as 
water level and discharge rate over different time intervals.  This provides an ideal modeling 
environment where you have a known input, precipitation data, and a known output, stream gage 
data.  Certain hydrologic processes such as loss methods, transform methods, and routing 
methods are represented in the hydrologic model.  The parameters that control these hydrologic 
processes in the model can then be calibrated for a specific watershed using the known input and 
output data. 
1.3 Study Objectives 
 
 An accurate DEM is the most important input in the watershed delineation process.  To 
make sure a DEM is hydrologically correct, an existing stream network can be burned in to the 
DEM.  This is a process by which the elevations of all DEM cells touched by the stream network 
are artificially lowered by a certain amount.  This increases the chance that the watershed 
delineation process will recognize these areas as part of the watershed’s stream network.  Stream 
network shapefiles of varying detail and accuracy are available through different sources.  It is 
not known how burning in these different stream networks of varying detail into the DEM would 
affect the subsequent watershed delineation.  By running an automated watershed delineation 
tool using stream networks of varying detail, the effects of their detail on the watershed 
delineation process can be quantified.  This study provides a relative comparison of the 
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watersheds delineated using these different stream networks.  There is no evaluation of the 
accuracy of the delineations. 
   When delineating a watershed, the number of sub-basins that are created to represent the 
watershed is dependent on a user-defined stream threshold value.  Watersheds may be 
represented in detail by many sub-basins or generally with only one sub-basin encompassing the 
entire delineated watershed area.  Watershed delineations containing more sub-basins allow a 
better representation of the actual watershed by preserving its characteristics spatially. This is in 
contrast to a watershed delineation containing only one or a few sub-basins where all watershed 
characteristics are averaged over large portions of the watershed and present a generalized 
picture of the area’s characteristics.  Hydrologic models can be created using these different 
watershed delineations to represent the same physical area.   The effects of different watershed 
sub-basin delineations on hydrologic process modeling can then be determined.  Differences in 
the modeled peak discharge rate, total discharge volume, and the time to the peak discharge rate 
are of primary interest. 
1.4 Overview of Thesis 
 
 The first chapter provides the introduction for the study with some basic background 
information on watershed delineation and hydrologic process modeling.  It also contains the 
objectives of the study.  Chapter 2 reviews some of the current literature available on topics 
relative to this study.  It also provides a comprehensive overview of the study site’s geography 
and hydrology.  An elevation survey of the survey site completed as a precursor to this study is 
also included in this chapter.  Chapter 3 goes into detail about the methods used in the study.  
Processes for data preparation, watershed delineation, and hydrologic process modeling are 
covered in detail.  Chapter 4 first presents and discusses the results from the watershed 
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delineations using different stream networks.  The results from the HEC-HMS model runs are 
then presented and discussed.  Chapter 5 concludes the study and offers some recommendations 




CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Literature Review 
 
2.1.1 LIDAR / Digital Elevation Models 
 
 Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) is a remote sensing technology used to collect 
topographic information.  The information is collected by aircraft-mounted lasers which emit and 
collect pulses at a rate of 2,000 to 5,000 per second.  The vertical precision of LIDAR elevation 
is 15 centimeters.  To make the elevation data relevant, the positions of the LIDAR points on the 
earth’s surface must be known; a GPS antenna records the location of each LIDAR elevation 
point.  After collection, all of the data is processed to remove erroneous points. These resulting 
data points are used to create a DEM of the area.  Each pixel in the DEM represents the average 
value of the data points falling within the area of the pixel.  This average value is then 
represented as a specific color in the DEM. 
 Many studies have been done addressing LIDAR / DEM accuracy and processing 
(Merwade, Cook, Coonrod 2008; Merwade, Maidment, Goff 2006; Liu & Wang 2008).  The 
studies have found that increased DEM accuracy allows for better hydrologic modeling.  Low 
resolution DEMs have been shown to cause problems with overland flow simulations, the 
assignment of flow directions, and mapping stream networks in their correct locations.   
 Topographic parameters extracted from DEMs have been shown to be accurate when 
compared to parameters extracted from topographic maps (Wang & Yin 1998).  Topographic 
maps and DEMs both serve the same purpose of representing an area’s topography.  The only 
parameter extracted from DEMs which was shown to be significantly different from the 




2.1.2 Low Slope / Flat Landscapes 
 
 Ascension Parish is dominated by low slope terrain (Soil Survey of Ascension Parish, LA 
1976).  Watershed delineation and hydrologic modeling in areas of low slope terrain both present 
some difficulties (Wang, Colby, Mulcahy 2002).      
 South Florida is characterized by extremely flat topography, highly permeable soils, high 
water tables, and an extensive canal system.  Low topographic relief leads to uncertain watershed 
boundaries that are dependent on rainfall intensity.  Generic representations of hydrologic 
processes do not apply in this environment.  New guidelines for dealing with hydrology in this 
area have been created (Chin 2008).  These guidelines provide checks on the validity of 
hydrologic process equations in atypical hydrologic conditions.   
2.1.3 Stream Networks 
 
 A stream network is a digital representation of an area’s waterways.  In this study, a 
stream network appears as both an input and an output in the watershed delineation process, as 
well as an input in the hydrologic modeling process.  While these three stream networks are 
completely different shapefiles, they appear fairly similar since they are representing the same 
physical waterways.  A method for the automatic creation of a stream network using aerial 
photography has been developed (Merwade 2007).  Stream networks can also be used to force 
flow directions at certain locations (Turcotte, Fortin, Rousseau, Massicotte, Villenueve 2001).   
 Stream networks that are output as part of the watershed delineation process adhere to 
certain limits relating to minimum drainage areas, slope-area scaling, and constant drop analysis 
(Montgomery & Foufoula-Georgiou 1993 and Tarboton, Bras, Rodriguez-Iturbe 1991).  Without 
taking these characteristics into account, an endless fractal stream network would be created with 
disregard to drainage density.  Some experts do actually argue that stream networks are infinite 
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unless given a specific scale with which to work.  The characteristics also ensure that stream 
networks follow geomorphological laws (Tarboton 2003). 
2.1.4 Watershed Delineation 
 
 The watershed delineation process is one that has been built upon, improved, and 
automated since the idea of watersheds first came about (Jenson & Domingue 1988).  The 
individual steps in the watershed delineation process have been improved upon with more 
accurate algorithms.  The terrain processing steps involved along with other watershed 
delineation processes have in some instances been combined into fully automated watershed 
delineation extensions that can be run in a variety of GIS software (Tarboton 2003).  
 For watershed delineation in low slope terrain, a series of improvements have been made 
to garner more accurate results.  One such advance is the addition of a flow direction matrix to a 
specific flat area of a DEM to force flow in certain directions (Mackay & Band 1998).  
2.1.5 Hydrologic Modeling 
 
 Hydrologic models simulate the precipitation and runoff processes of a watershed.  In the 
model, a physical representation of a watershed is made up of hydrologic elements connected in 
a network.  The models allow selection of methods for transforming excess rainfall to runoff, 
baseflow representation, and hydrologic routing (Wu & Xu 2006).  Parameters needed for the 
methods selected in the hydrologic model can be extracted from a digital elevation model 
(Lacroix, Martz, Kite, Garbrecht 2002 and Olivera 2001).   
 Hydrologic model results can be used in a variety of ways.  One such way is the creation 
of a floodplain delineation map (Noman, Nelson, Zundel 2001).  A water level surface taken 








 Ascension Parish is located in the southeastern part of Louisiana.  It is located on the 
Mississippi River between Baton Rouge and New Orleans (Figure 2.1).   
 
Figure 2.1 - Ascension Parish's General Location 
The Mississippi River cuts across the southwestern part of the parish from northwest to 
southeast.  Our area of interest is the part of Ascension Parish that lies east of the Mississippi 
River; any further reference to Ascension Parish in this report excludes land west of the 
Mississippi River.  The elevation in the parish ranges from about 30 feet above sea level in the 
northwest to 1 foot above sea level in the southeast.  The north and central areas of the parish 
consist of mostly level terrace uplands.  Small waterways dissect this area.  The remainder of the 
parish consists of natural levees and backswamps of the Mississippi River alluvial plain (Figure 
2.2).  The terrace uplands slope gently downward at about 2 feet per mile in a southeastern 
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direction.  The elevation from the natural Mississippi River levee drops about 5 feet per mile 
towards the backswamps.  The backswamp areas of the parish are most extensive in the east and 
southeast (Winter 1988).  Bluff Swamp, in the northwest, is another major backswamp area in 
the parish.  All of the backswamps are frequently flooded by water running off the higher areas 
in the parish (Soil Survey of Ascension Parish, LA 1976).  
 
Figure 2.2 - Places of Geographic Importance in and around Ascension Parish 
 Almost half of Ascension Parish’s political boundary is formed by waterways (Figure 
2.3).  The northern boundary of the parish is formed by Bayou Manchac.  The Amite River, 
Petite Amite River, and Blind River form the parish’s northeastern boundary.   New River and 
Bayou Manchac are two inactive distributaries of the Mississippi River in the parish.  Natural 
levees along Bayou Manchac bound Bluff Swamp to the north.  Natural levees along New River 




Figure 2.3 - Waterways Forming Ascension Parish's Border 
2.2.2 Drainage 
 The backswamps and waterways in Ascension Parish are tidally connected to Lake 
Maurepas.  Tidewaters rising in the Gulf of Mexico make their way into Lake Pontchartrain, 
through Pass Manchac, into Lake Maurepas, and up Blind River and the Amite River.  This tidal 
effect poses serious problems in the low-lying areas of Ascension Parish because of its low slope 
terrain.  A small amount of water level rise causes water to inundate large areas.  The tidal 
influence also causes another problem for drainage and flood control in Ascension Parish.  
Rising or elevated waters at the bottom of the drainage basin, Lake Maurepas, slow down water 
that is flowing to Lake Maurepas (Figure 2.4).  This delay causes floodwaters from north of 
Ascension Parish to begin to back up in Ascension Parish and in parishes to the north (Prescott-




Figure 2.4 – Tidal Influence in Ascension Parish 
 Ascension Parish lies within two major drainage basins, the Amite River Basin and the 
Lake Maurepas Basin (Figure 2.5).  The terrace uplands in the northern part of the parish, Bluff 
Swamp, and some of the backswamps in the northeastern part of the parish all lie within the 
Amite River Basin.  Alligator Bayou, Welsh Gully, Frog Bayou, Muddy Creek, and Cotton 
Bayou all drain north into Bayou Manchac; Bayou Manchac then flows into the Amite River.  
Henderson Bayou drains northeast into the Amite River along with some of the backswamps in 
the northeast bordering the Amite River.  Water carried by the Amite River eventually flows into 
Lake Maurepas.  The remainder of Ascension Parish falls within the Lake Maurepas Basin.  New 
River, Bayou Conway, Bayou Francois, and Black Bayou all drain water into Blind River.  Blind 




Figure 2.5 – Amite River Basin and Portion of Lake Maurepas Basin in Ascension Parish 
(Amite River Basin Commission) 
 
 A number of major drainage improvements have been made in Ascension Parish (Figure 
2.6).  These projects were either undertaken by the state or the parish itself.  These improvements 
include levees, floodgates, pumping stations, and canals.  All projects serve the primary purpose 
of flood control.   
 In Ascension Parish, levees serve to protect from rivers’ floodwaters, as well as from 
backwater flooding.  The largest flood protection project in the parish is the Mississippi River 
levee.  The levee effectively cuts off the parish from the river hydrologically, while protecting it 
from the river’s floodwaters.   
 Another levee on the western edge of Bluff Swamp separates the Alligator Bayou 
watershed from the Bluff Swamp.  There are communities built on several ridges protruding out 
into the Bluff Swamp.  This levee was constructed to prevent them from flooding by keeping out 
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all of the water coming from southeastern Iberville Parish towards Spanish Lake and Alligator 
Bayou by way of Braud Bayou and Bayou Paul.   
 
 Figure 2.6 - Major Drainage Improvements in Ascension Parish 
 On the eastern edge of the parish, the Laurel Ridge levee is currently being reinforced 
and extended.  The levee parallels the Amite River to the west of the backswamps.  This levee 
prevents backwater flooding in the low-lying communities of St Amant, Duckroost, and Brignac.   
A levee has also been constructed around the incorporated area of Sorrento.  Sorrento is located 
in southern Ascension Parish in a low-lying area of the parish.  Backswamps directly to the 
south, the low elevation above sea level, and the low slope terrain all pose a major flooding 




Figure 2.7 – Amite River Profile Showing the Decreasing Slope of the Terrain as the River 
Approaches Lake Maurepas (Amite River Basin Commission).  The Amite River enters 
Ascension Parish a couple of miles north of Port Vincent, around river mile 22, and exits 
Ascension Parish right past the Amite River Diversion Canal, around river mile 5. 
 
 Ascension Parish has planned and constructed a number of pumping stations to aid in 
flood protection.  These pumping stations can be used to draw down water levels in parish 
waterways prior to an approaching heavy rainfall event or to expedite the drainage of these 
waterways during a flood event.  The largest of these pumping stations is the Marvin Braud 
Pumping Station located in McElroy Swamp.  This is in the southeastern section of Ascension 
Parish.  A number of canals were dug to connect the majority of the waterways in the Lake 
Maurepas Basin of Ascension Parish to the pumping station.  Previously, these waterways 
flowed into the backswamps of southeastern Ascension Parish.  Their waters spread out into the 
swamps before recollecting in the Blind River and making their way to Lake Maurepas.  The 
Marvin Braud Pumping Station is located on one of these newly dug canals, New River Canal.  
Saveiro Canal was dug to connect Black Bayou to New River Canal near the pumping station.  A 
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section of Bayou Francois was straightened and dug out to connect it to New River Canal.  New 
River itself was cut through by the New River Canal.  All lands drained by New River north of 
New River Canal are now connected to the pumping station.  The disconnected path of the 
waterway that continues south of New River Canal, it is now known as Old New River.  The 
Marvin Braud Pumping Station is hydrologically connected to a large portion of Ascension 
Parish.  It pumps all of these connected waterways out through New River Canal to the Petite 
Amite River, into Blind River, and on to Lake Maurepas.  The capacity of the pumping station is 
currently being increased.   
 Another smaller pumping station pulls water out of the leveed town of Sorrento and out 
into Bayou Conway.  Bayou Conway’s waters used to empty into the backswamps in southern 
Ascension Parish before entering Blind River on their way to Lake Maurepas.  The Bayou 
Conway Canal was dug to give the bayou’s waters a shorter, straighter path to Blind River.        
 A new pumping station is being constructed on Henderson Bayou in the northeastern 
section of the parish.  This pumping station will lessen flooding in the Galvez community.  The 
waters pumped out of Henderson Bayou enter the Amite River just south of Bayou Manchac (10 
Year Drainage Plan 2007). 
 Another large canal dug in the parish is the Panama Canal.  The Panama Canal is located 
in the south-central area of the parish.  It starts near the headwaters of Bayou Conway and 
reconnects to Bayou Conway just south of Sorrento where the Bayou Conway Canal begins.  The 
canal allows some of the waters draining from the Mississippi River natural levee to bypass 
some of the populated areas that Bayou Conway passes through.  It also offers a straighter, 
shorter path to get the water out faster.   
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 There are currently two operable floodgates in Ascension Parish.  They are located less 
than a mile away from each other at the confluences of Bayou Manchac and Frog Bayou and at 
Bayou Manchac and Alligator Bayou.  They were constructed when the natural levee created by 
Bayou Manchac was extended, separating the Spanish Lake watershed to the south from the 
Bayou Fountain watershed to the north.  Both of the floodgates were constructed to prevent 
backwater flooding from the Amite River through Bayou Manchac.  When the Amite River is 
high enough, its waters flow into Bayou Manchac, rather than Bayou Manchac flowing into the 
Amite River as normal.  The floodgate at Frog Bayou is a small structure, protecting the Bluff 
Swamp from flooding when Bayou Manchac is high.  It is kept open unless needed for 
protection.  The floodgate at Alligator Bayou is a larger structure.  It is opened and closed as 
needed to maintain water levels at 4 ½ feet on the Alligator Bayou side of the floodgate.  This is 
sometimes 2-3 feet above the water level in Bayou Manchac.  This is a contentious, politically 
sensitive issue.  Major players in this debate include timber companies, environmentalists, 
residents in the protected area, and East Baton Rouge Parish residents north of Bayou Manchac.  
From a flood protection standpoint, keeping the water level as low as possible makes the most 
sense.  It is a storage basin.  If water levels in the basin are held higher than Bayou Manchac, 
there is a loss of flood storage capacity in the basin.  When the floodgate is closed, preventing 
water from flowing into Alligator Bayou, excess water is pushed north into Bayou Fountain 
Swamp in East Baton Rouge Parish.  This increases their risk of flooding.    
 The Amite River Diversion Canal is another major drainage project located mostly in 
Ascension Parish.  It starts along the border of Ascension Parish and Livingston Parish where the 
Amite River turns eastward toward Lake Maurepas.  The canal continues southeast and connects 
to Blind River.  The canal was built to divert water from the Amite River to Blind River at times 
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of high flow.  The Amite River downstream of the Diversion Canal to Lake Maurepas is very 
sinuous.  The canal provides a straighter, shorter path for floodwaters to Lake Maurepas.    
 Water drains out of Ascension Parish and into Lake Maurepas by way of the Amite River 
and Blind River.  Canals have been dug and pumping stations have been built to quicken the 
exodus of floodwaters out of the parish.  Levees and floodgates have been built to combat the 
backwater flooding caused by the parish’s low slope and vulnerability to tidal influence.  
Accurate watershed delineation plays an important role in the construction of all of these 
drainage improvements.  Watershed delineation is needed when determining the locations of 
these improvements as well as the areas drained or protected by them.  
2.3 Elevation Study 
 
 When analyzing drainage processes, elevation data is the most important input.  LIDAR 
elevation data was used because it was the most recent, accurate elevation data available.  The 
LIDAR DEM’s 5-meter resolution could not be matched by any other elevation dataset available.  
DEM accuracy/scale has a large effect on resulting watershed areas and stream networks.  
Localized errors in smaller watersheds may redirect major streamlines in the wrong direction 
(Walker & Willgoose 1999).  Studies have shown that a more detailed DEM will produce more 
accurate hydrologic model results than DEMs of lower resolution (Roo & Bates 2000).  The 
LIDAR elevation data was collected from 1999-2001 for Ascension Parish under the Louisiana 
LIDAR Project (Figure 2.8).   
 The LIDAR elevation data was downloaded from ATLAS in the form of LIDAR DEM 
grids (www.atlas.lsu.edu/lidar).  These DEM grids were for Ascension Parish and the 
surrounding hydrologically connected areas.  The grids were patched together using ArcGIS to 




Figure 2.8 – LIDAR DEM for Ascension Parish 
The LIDAR DEM’s vertical accuracy was tested with help from Louisiana State 
University’s Center for Geoinformatics.   The Center for Geoinformatics provided surveying 
equipment that allowed access to the GULFNet system of Continuously Operating GPS 
Reference Stations (CORS) (Figure 2.9).  Two of the GULFNet CORS lie within Ascension 
Parish (Figure 2.10).   
In order to test the accuracy of the LIDAR elevation data, a hypothesis test was set up.  
Over thirty locations around Ascension Parish were chosen to take sample elevations using the 
Center for Geoinformatics’ surveying equipment.  There were a few criteria for selection of these 
sampling locations.  A sampling location had to be a relatively flat area, preferably paved, 
without any noticeable elevation changes for five meters in any direction.  This would eliminate 
any error caused by the LIDAR elevation’s five-meter resolution. The sampling locations also 
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needed to be in areas that had not undergone development or any other elevation changes since 
the LIDAR elevation data was collected in 1999; the hypothesis test would check the LIDAR 
elevation’s accuracy when it was collected in 1999 as opposed to its current accuracy.  Local 
knowledge was used to meet this criterion.  The LIDAR elevation documentation claims 15 cm 
accuracy over a 90% confidence interval.  The static real time surveying network used claims a 
vertical accuracy of 5 cm.  Human error during the surveying was also taken into account.  
Therefore, for the LIDAR elevation’s accuracy to be validated, 90% of the sample elevations 
would have to fall within 21 cm, or 0.7 ft, of the LIDAR elevations. 
 




Figure 2.10 – Center for Geoinformatics’ CORS Stations in Ascension Parish 
The surveying equipment used was a Trimble GPS system.  It was used as a real time 
kinematic (RTK) rover.  The Trimble unit was set atop a tripod at each survey location.  It took 
only about fifteen minutes at each location to set up the surveying equipment, collect the 
elevation, and pack up the surveying equipment.   
To begin the elevation survey, two points were taken on recently calibrated National 
Geodetic Survey benchmarks, x379a and y379, in Ascension Parish.  This was done to ensure the 
accuracy of the surveying equipment and operator.  The surveyed elevation for x379a was 0.02 ft 
lower than the elevation published on the benchmark’s datasheet (Table 2.1).  The surveyed 
elevation for y379 was 0.07 ft lower than the elevation published on the benchmark’s datasheet.  
Both of these errors are acceptable given the 5 cm accuracy of the surveying network.  
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Table 2.1 – Survey of Benchmarks to Check Accuracy of Surveying Equipment and 
Operator 
 
Benchmark NORTHING EASTING Elevation (ft)   Datasheet (ft) Diff (ft) 
x379a 180056 1040482 17.55   17.57 -0.02 
y379 189809 1028565 17.32   17.39 -0.07 
 
  Elevations were originally collected at thirty-three different points within and 
surrounding Ascension Parish.  A shapefile containing the surveyed points’ locations and 
elevations was created in ArcMap.  This shapefile was used to extract elevation values from the 
LIDAR DEM at the survey point locations.  The error, difference between the survey point 
elevations and LIDAR DEM elevations, was calculated in ArcMap.  Fifteen of these original 
points failed the hypothesis test, having an error of greater than 0.7 ft (Table 2.2).  A further 
examination was then taken of the failed points.  Upon further review, two of the points were 
dropped, while two others were retaken.  The elevation survey point ‘oldcanefield-h44’ was one 
of the two points dropped from the survey.  The survey site at this point was noted as suspect 
when taking the survey.  The area looked as if it may have been converted from agricultural use 
to residential use since the LIDAR elevation data was collected.  The elevation survey point 
‘Pumping Station’ was also dropped from the survey.  During the processing of the LIDAR data, 
the area of this survey site was processed out of the LIDAR data and replaced with the lower 
elevation of an adjacent waterway (Figure 2.11).  The elevation survey points ‘santa-maria’ and 
‘pcs-nitro’ were resurveyed.  The second survey returned similar elevation measurements to the 
first survey at these points (Table 2.3).  Both of these points were taken in parking lots.  Upon 
further inspection, both of the survey sites seemed to have undergone changes since the time the 
LIDAR elevation data was collected.  These points were dropped from the elevation survey and 
two new points ‘santamaria2’ and ‘pcsnitro2’ were taken in the general vicinity of the points  
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Table 2.2 – 1st Elevation Survey Points and Differences with LIDAR Elevations.  Rows 
shaded in red were dropped from the elevation survey.  Cells in the column ‘DIFF (ft)’ 
shaded in green originally passed the hypothesis test. 
 
NAME NORTHING EASTING Elevation (ft)  LIDAR (ft) 
DIFF 
(ft) 
santa-maria 203984 1031185 20.24  9.10 11.12 
winn-dixie 203321 1033558 22.09  22.40 -0.31 
Library 202182 1038815 22.28  22.60 -0.32 
dry-cleaners 199368 1039563 18.67  19.80 -1.13 
cent-mid 196403 1041259 11.50  11.70 -0.20 
flea-market 199057 1035342 20.67  21.60 -0.93 
ridge-road 197406 1030878 11.62  12.50 -0.88 
exxon-h73 195993 1033190 19.98  20.70 -0.72 
pcs-nitro 191907 1026942 15.35  18.10 -2.75 
Huntsman 189631 1030611 19.49  20.40 -0.91 
kashoil-h75 183995 1033593 17.20  17.70 -0.50 
marchand-school 181557 1036395 12.45  12.90 -0.45 
oldcanefield-h44 181805 1039414 18.75  18.10 0.65 
ss-truck-plaza 176916 1038985 16.15  16.10 0.05 
cvs-lot 177129 1031948 21.29  22.30 -1.01 
shell-motiva 178502 1044408 5.11  6.00 -0.89 
chev-sorrento 185037 1043928 6.09  6.20 -0.11 
Emerson-Babin 194528 1037087 15.10  16.60 -1.50 
Autozone 193386 1039738 10.20  10.20 0.00 
eastbank-vet 189712 1040611 9.61  10.30 -0.69 
Tanger 189920 1036813 13.26  13.80 -0.54 
Airport 185623 1038086 12.28  12.40 -0.12 
Pumping Station 187382 1052683 7.25  -0.80 8.05 
pjs-lounge 187700 1046904 3.68  4.50 -0.82 
murrys-chevron 191114 1045415 8.51  9.30 -0.79 
Stamantbaptist 191091 1049876 3.79  4.60 -0.81 
00barn00 197418 1032814 19.13  20.00 -0.87 
BAYOUNAR-CHEV 193750 1041278 10.69  11.10 -0.41 
GOLDPLACEDEADEND 194701 1048284 8.47  8.40 0.07 
GOLDPLACELOUNGE 194654 1044624 9.48  10.00 -0.52 
tureau's-gas 197922 1045940 12.54  12.70 -0.16 
Berthelots 203182 1046144 9.92  9.70 0.22 
galvez-primary 199846 1043023 13.03  13.10 -0.07 
 
they were replacing.  Two other points ‘dupont’ and ‘fleamarket’ were also taken to replace the 




Figure 2.11 – Cause for Error at ‘Pumping Station’ Elevation Survey Point Shown by 
Differences in Aerial Photograph (left) and LIDAR DEM (right)  
 
 Table 2.3 – 2nd Elevation Survey Points and Differences with LIDAR Elevations.  
Rows shaded in red were dropped from the elevation survey. 
 
NAME NORTHING EASTING Elevation (ft)   LIDAR (ft) DIFF (ft) 
santamaria1 203984 1031185 20.24       
santamaria2 203882 1031275 26.40   27.37 -0.97 
Fleamarket 199060 1035343 20.64   21.49 -0.85 
Dupont 180227 1040695 17.85   17.99 -0.14 
Pcsnitro 191915 1026926 15.20       
pcsnitro1 191825 1026914 17.00   17.65 -0.65 
 
After the second elevation survey was completed, the data from both surveys was 
combined and evaluated.  Fifteen of the thirty-three points failed the hypothesis test, having an 
error of greater than 0.7 ft (Figure 2.12).  The average error between the survey point elevations 
and LIDAR DEM elevations was 0.51 ft, with a standard deviation of 0.41 ft.  By applying a 
simple vertical transform to the LIDAR elevations that lowered the LIDAR DEM by 0.51 ft, 
only two sample elevations had a difference greater than 0.7 ft, ‘Berthelots’ and ‘Emerson-
Babin’ (Figure 2.13 ) (Table 2.4 ).  The LIDAR DEM at these two locations was looked at more 




Figure 2.12 – Sample Locations with Difference between LIDAR Elevations and Surveyed 
Elevations 
 
pixels in the LIDAR DEM (Figure 2.14 ).  The pixel that the survey point falls within has a 
LIDAR elevation of 16.60 ft.  The pixel adjacent to it has a LIDAR elevation of 15.65 ft.  Had 
the survey point fallen within this pixel, the point would have passed the hypothesis test.  
Verifying a potential survey site is relatively flat should avoid such errors since adjacent LIDAR 
DEM pixels in a relatively flat area would have similar elevations.  The other elevation survey 
point that did not pass the hypothesis test, ‘Berthelots,’ may have failed due to similar 
circumstances (Figure 2.15).  The LIDAR DEM pixel directly north of the pixel that the 
elevation survey point fell within had an elevation value that was 0.28 ft higher.  Had the 







Figure 2.13 – Sample Locations with a Vertical Transform of 0.51 ft Applied to the 
Difference between the LIDAR Elevations and Surveyed Elevations 
 
 The cause of the 0.51 ft average difference between the LIDAR elevations and the 
sample locations is not known.  Possible causes include subsidence and vertical control 
inaccuracy.  Subsidence is a known problem in maintaining an accurate system of elevation 
benchmarks in south Louisiana.  When the LIDAR elevation data was collected, certain 
benchmarks were used as vertical controls to tie the elevations into a stable reference frame.  The 
benchmarks used as vertical controls for the LIDAR elevation collection in the area including 
Ascension Parish are listed in the Ground Control Survey: LIDAR Survey FEMA Map 
Modernization Program report produced by 3001, The Spatial Data Company.  One of the 
benchmarks used as a vertical control near Sorrento in Ascension Parish was last calibrated in 
1992 at 8.3 m NAVD88 at the time the LIDAR elevations were collected (Appendix A).  The 
newest calibration of this benchmark, done in 2007, has the elevation at 8.06 m (Appendix B).   
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Table 2.4 – Elevation Survey Points and Differences after 0.51 ft Vertical Transform 
Applied.  Rows shaded in yellow failed the hypothesis test after the transform was applied.  
Cells shaded in green passed the hypothesis test. 
 
NAME NORTHING EASTING Elevation (ft)  LIDAR (ft) DIFF (ft) 
TRANSFORM 
DIFF (ft) 
winn-dixie 203321 1033558 22.09  22.40 -0.31 0.20 
Library 202182 1038815 22.28  22.60 -0.32 0.19 
dry-cleaners 199368 1039563 18.67  19.80 -1.13 -0.62 
cent-mid 196403 1041259 11.50  11.70 -0.20 0.31 
flea-market 199057 1035342 20.67  21.60 -0.93 -0.42 
ridge-road 197406 1030878 11.62  12.50 -0.88 -0.37 
exxon-h73 195993 1033190 19.98  20.70 -0.72 -0.21 
huntsman 189631 1030611 19.49  20.40 -0.91 -0.40 
kashoil-h75 183995 1033593 17.20  17.70 -0.50 0.0 
marchand-school 181557 1036395 12.45  12.90 -0.45 0.06 
ss-truck-plaza 176916 1038985 16.15  16.10 0.05 0.56 
cvs-lot 177129 1031948 21.29  22.30 -1.01 -0.50 
shell-motiva 178502 1044408 5.11  6.00 -0.89 -0.38 
chev-sorrento 185037 1043928 6.09  6.20 -0.11 0.42 
Emerson-Babin 194528 1037087 15.10  16.60 -1.50 -0.99 
autozone 193386 1039738 10.20  10.20 0.00 0.51 
eastbank-vet 189712 1040611 9.61  10.30 -0.69 -0.18 
tanger 189920 1036813 13.26  13.80 -0.54 -0.03 
airport 185623 1038086 12.28  12.40 -0.12 0.39 
pjs-lounge 187700 1046904 3.68  4.50 -0.82 -0.31 
murrys-chevron 191114 1045415 8.51  9.30 -0.79 -0.28 
stamantbaptist 191091 1049876 3.79  4.60 -0.81 -0.30 
00barn00 197418 1032814 19.13  20.00 -0.87 -0.36 
BAYOUNAR-CHEV 193750 1041278 10.69  11.10 -0.41 0.10 
GOLDPLACEDEADEND 194701 1048284 8.47  8.40 0.07 0.58 
GOLDPLACELOUNGE 194654 1044624 9.48  10.00 -0.52 -0.01 
tureau's-gas 197922 1045940 12.54  12.70 -0.16 0.35 
Berthelots 203182 1046144 9.92  9.70 0.22 0.73 
galvez-primary 199846 1043023 13.03  13.10 -0.07 0.44 
santamaria2 203882 1031275 26.40  27.37 -0.97 -0.46 
fleamarket 199060 1035343 20.64  21.49 -0.85 -0.34 
dupont 180227 1040695 17.85  17.99 -0.14 0.37 
pcsnitro1 191825 1026914 17.00  17.65 -0.65 -0.14 
 
The 0.24 m difference in the elevation at this location before and after its most recent calibration 
could have skewed the entire LIDAR dataset for this area. 
     The error present in the LIDAR dataset is not expected to have an impact on 





Figure 2.14 – Elevation Survey Point ‘Emerson-Babin’ Falls on the Border of Two LIDAR 
DEM 5 Meter x 5 Meter Pixels 
 
each other, is accurate.  Local hydrology relies on elevations as they relate to other elevations 
within the same general area.  Since performing a simple vertical transform to the entire LIDAR 
dataset encompassing Ascension Parish corrects the apparent error in the dataset, all elevation 
data will remain unchanged relative to other elevations in the parish. 
 
 




CHAPTER 3. METHODS 
 
3.1 Watershed Delineation Using Different Stream Network Inputs 
 
 Watershed boundaries of varying detail and accuracy for Ascension Parish were available 
in a number of places.  Ascension Parish had watershed boundaries for part of the parish in their 
GIS database.  This incomplete watershed boundary shapefile was created using Geomedia by 
members of the LSU Geography & Anthropology Department (Figure 3.1).  The Natural 
Resource Conservation Service also had large-scale watersheds available for download from 
their website (http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov).  These watershed boundaries were on a larger 
scale than Ascension Parish wanted (Figure 3.2).  The watersheds delineated using BASINS 
were on a small enough scale to create watershed boundaries for each stream of interest in 
Ascension Parish. 
 




Figure 3.2 – NRCS Watershed Boundaries 
 There are a number of automated watershed delineation programs available.  The ones 
investigated in detail were Geomedia, ArcGIS, and BASINS.  Geomedia does not have much of 
a following in the water resources community.  In previous trials by LSU faculty in the 
Geography Department, Geomedia failed to produce watershed boundaries for large sections of 
Ascension Parish.  The algorithms could not handle the flat landscapes in the south and 
southeastern areas of the parish.  ArcGIS has a large following within the water resources 
community.  However, the LIDAR data and stream networks were too time consuming to work 
with within the automated watershed delineation tool in ArcGIS for such a large area.  BASINS, 
developed by the EPA, provides an easy to use automated watershed delineation tool.   The 
automated watershed delineation tool allows simplified watershed delineation with limited user 
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input (BASINS 4.0 User’s Manual).  TauDEM is the terrain processing tool embedded in 
BASINS to prepare the DEM for watershed delineation.  This process includes pit removal, 
computation of flow direction and slopes, calculating contributing area, channel network 
delineation, and subwatershed delineation with stream segment attributes (Tarboton 2003).  
 Stream networks can be drawn to smaller and smaller scales depending on how much 
detail is needed (Tarboton, Bras, Rodriguez-Iturbe 1991).  Here, three different stream networks 
were used as inputs in the automated watershed delineation process.  The first stream network 
was a basic stream network taken from Ascension Parish’s GIS database (http://maps.apgov.us) 
(Figure 3.3).  
 
Figure 3.3 – Basic Stream Network 
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 This stream network closely matches the stream network available for download from the 
National Hydrography Dataset (http://nhd.usgs.gov/data.html).  The second stream network was 
of greater detail.  It was created by digitizing maps available in Google Earth, using the LIDAR 
DEM and NHD stream network as guides (Figure 3.4).  Microsoft Virtual Earth digital imagery 
and USGS quadrangle maps were also used to fact check the digitized stream network.  The third 
stream network was effectively ‘no stream network’; the stream network input was left blank for 
this trial.   
 
Figure 3.4 – Detailed Stream Network 
Stream networks are usually created by specifying an area threshold that must drain to a 
certain point before that point is considered part of a stream (Montgomery & Foufoula-Georgiou 
1993).  Instead of using this method, the streams in the detailed stream network were digitized 
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from topographic maps.  This method allowed for a more robust stream network than the one 
currently available for Ascension Parish (Figure 3.5).   
 
Figure 3.5 – Example of Limited Detail of Basic Stream Network (Blue) when Compared to 
Detailed Stream Network (White) 
 
Not only does the detailed stream network include streams that aren’t present in the basic stream 
network, the streams it does include are mapped more accurately (Figure 3.6).  The detailed 
stream network also better served the watershed delineation purpose of the stream network.  The 
LIDAR DEM cannot distinguish bridges, culverts, and other underground means of transporting 
water from the surfaces above them.  This creates hydrologic barriers in the LIDAR DEM 
(Figure 3.7).  By digitizing maps to create the stream network, these barriers can be breached.  






Figure 3.6 – A Detailed Stream Network (White) Closely Following a Smaller Stream while 
the Basic Stream Network (Blue) Only Follows the General Direction of the Stream 
 
 
Figure 3.7 – Hydrologic Barriers Present in LIDAR DEM 
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 Areas of the LIDAR DEM that appeared hydrologically inaccurate were viewed more 
closely in Global Mapper to locate potential errors.  In Global Mapper, a water surface was 
added to the LIDAR DEM at a specific elevation (Figure 3.8).   
 
Figure 3.8 – Water Surface Added to LIDAR DEM at an Elevation of 30 ft.  The red 
arrows point to areas shaded in blue that are underwater at this elevation. 
 
The water surface elevation was then increased or decreased incrementally to see if the 
hydrologically disconnected area would connect to the stream in question in the absence of the 
hydrologic barrier (Figure 3.9).  If this analysis showed evidence that there was a bridge or 
culvert located at this point, one was not just assumed to be there; water could potentially be held 
in an area on purpose to a certain elevation, as behind a levee.   If the hydrologic barrier present 
in the LIDAR DEM was not erroneous, the water would drain to another stream once it got high 
enough (Figure 3.10).  These areas of concern were more closely investigated for potential water 
crossings with satellite imagery from Google Earth and Windows Live Maps before a decision 
was made to alter the LIDAR DEM at these locations (Figure 3.11).  By extending the streams 









Figure 3.10 – Water Surface Added to LIDAR DEM at an Elevation of 60 ft.  The red 
arrow shows another potential stream that the area in question could drain to if the water 




Figure 3.11 – Investigating the Area of Interest using Google Earth 
culverts near the stream’s headwaters and on smaller tributaries of the waterway were located 
(Figures 3.12 and 3.13) .  Extending the stream network through these locations effectively 
breached the erroneous hydrologic barriers present in the DEM (Figure 3.14).  These 
considerations are especially important in areas of low slope, such as Ascension Parish (Martz & 
Garbrecht 1998). 
 




Figure 3.13 – Stream Passing under Roadway Three Separate Times 
 
Figure 3.14 – Detailed Stream Network Breaching Inaccurate Hydrologic Barriers 
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 Once the detailed stream network was completed, watershed delineation was started 
using the automated watershed delineation module within BASINS (Figure 3.15).  The module 
only requires two inputs, a DEM and a stream network threshold.  Optional inputs include a 
stream network, a focusing mask, and an inlet/outlet shapefile.  The focusing mask allows the 
user to select a specific area of the DEM that they are interested in delineating.  The inlet/outlet 
shapefile allows the user to place points on the DEM for which they want to know all land 
draining to that specific point or points.   
 
Figure 3.15 – Automatic Watershed Delineation Module within BASINS 
 Watersheds were first delineated with the detailed stream network input.  The software 
could not handle delineating all of the watersheds within Ascension Parish at the same time.  So, 





Figure 3.16 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) DEM 
 
waterway of interest was delineated separately.  The stream network shapefile in each area was 
used to determine the extreme watershed boundaries (Figure 3.17).  Areas separated from a  
 
 
Figure 3.17 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Detailed Stream Network 
 
waterway of interest by a different waterway were known to be outside of the waterway of 
interest’s watershed.  A focusing mask shapefile was created for the area known to encompass 
the entire watershed (Figure 3.18).  An input/output shapefile was created with a point at the 
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outlet of the waterway of interest (Figure 3.19).  During these delineations, the stream network 
delineation threshold was left as the default value of one percent of the total area being 
delineated.   
 
 
Figure 3.18 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Focusing Mask 
 
The first process undertaken by the automated watershed delineation module was to 
identify and fill all of the pits in the DEM.  Pits are areas in a DEM that are completely 
surrounded by higher terrain.  The elevations of the pits were raised to the elevation of the lowest 
adjacent cell.  This allowed water to drain off of each DEM cell in the direction of least 
resistance.   
The next step was to burn-in the stream network.  All LIDAR elevation values that 




Figure 3.19 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Outlet Point with Bayou Manchac 
accumulation and flow in these cells.  The elevations of cells adjacent to these cells were also 
lowered by a specific amount.  This step was crucial when working with LIDAR elevation data 
because water surface elevations are represented in the LIDAR data, not the actual elevation of 
the land.  This means that anywhere water was present at the time the LIDAR data was collected, 
the actual land elevations were lower than the LIDAR data suggests.  This step also had added 
importance for watershed delineation because it was where the incorrect hydrologic barriers were 
breached.  The burning in of the stream network across these barriers lowered them to a point 
where they were no longer blocking the passage of water.   
 The assignment of flow directions based on the steepest slope was the next step in the 
watershed delineation process.  BASINS’ automated watershed delineation model used the D∞ 




Figure 3.20 - D∞ Approach Used for Flow Direction Determinations 
cell was represented as an angle with East set to zero degrees.  The flow direction angle was 
determined as the direction of the steepest downward slope on the eight triangular facets formed 
in a 3 x 3 cell grid centered on the grid cell being evaluated.  A block-centered representation 
was used with each elevation value taken to represent the elevation of the center of the 
corresponding grid cell.  Eight triangular faces were formed between each grid cell and the eight 
surrounding cells.  Each of these had a downslope vector.  The slope and flow direction 
associated with the grid cell was taken as the magnitude and direction of the steepest downslope 
vector from all eight faces (Figure 3.21).  If all of the surrounding cells had greater or equal 
elevations with the cell of interest, the flow direction was set using a method developed for the 
determination of flow across flat areas (Garbrecht and Martz 1997).  This method made flat areas 




Figure 3.21 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) D∞ Flow Direction Grid 
 A contributing area grid was created from the flow direction grid (Figure 3.22).  
Contributing area, counted in terms of the number of grid cells, was calculated using a recursive 
procedure.  The contribution at each grid cell was taken initially as one.  The contributing area of 
each grid cell was then taken as the sum of its own contribution and the contribution from 
upslope neighbors that had some fraction draining to it.  The flow from a cell all drained to one 
adjacent cell if the angle fell along a cardinal (0, π/2, π, 3π/2) or diagonal (π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, 7π/4) 
direction.  If the angle fell between the direct angle to two adjacent cells, the flow was 
proportioned between these two neighboring cells based on how close the angle of the flow 
direction was to the direct angle to those cells.  The results were recorded in terms of specific 




Figure 3.22 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Contributing Area Grid.  A darker shade of 
red symbolizes a cell’s higher contributing area.  
 
 The contributing area grid was used in the creation of a stream network shapefile for the 
watershed (Figure 3.23).  The stream network threshold determined which cells were part of the 
stream network.  The stream network was defined by the cells with a contributing area greater 
than the predetermined stream network threshold.  All of the cells determined to be a part of the 
stream network were then extracted from the contributing area grid as a stream network vector 
shapefile.  The stream network was segmented into its different reaches to facilitate the 




Figure 3.23 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Stream Network.  The red dots separate the 
stream network into separate reaches. 
 
 For each stream network reach, a sub-basin was delineated, detailing the area within the 
watershed draining to that specific stream network reach (Figure 3.24).  The sub-basin grid was   
 
 
Figure 3.24 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Sub-Basins 
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then converted to a sub-basin shapefile.  All sub-basins draining to the same outlet were merged 
together into their respective watersheds (Figure 3.25).  The watershed of interest was then  
 
 
Figure 3.25 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Merged Sub-Basins   
 
selected and exported to a separate shapefile while the remnants of watersheds of adjacent 
waterways were discarded (Figure 3.26).  The final product was a shapefile outlining the entire 
area of the watershed for the initial waterway of interest (Figure 3.27).  
 
 






Figure 3.27 – Area of Interest (Muddy Creek) Final Watershed Shapefile  
 
 All of the terrain pre-processing and watershed delineation steps were repeated using the 
detailed stream network input for thirty-four selected streams of interest covering all of eastern 
Ascension Parish (Figure 3.28).  The final watershed shapefiles were checked to make sure there  
 
Figure 3.28 – Watersheds in Ascension Parish Delineated Using Detailed Stream Network 
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was no overlap between adjacent watersheds.  It was also ensured that all area in eastern 
Ascension Parish was covered by the watershed shapefiles.     
 The watershed delineation steps were then repeated for all thirty-four waterways of 
interest using the basic stream network input (Figure 3.29).  The automated watershed 
delineation module within BASINS could not delineate some of the smaller watersheds using the 
basic stream network input; in this situation, the watersheds for these streams were merged with 
the watersheds of the stream they would naturally flow into.  
 
Figure 3.29 – Watersheds in Ascension Parish Delineated Using Basic Stream Network.  
The numbers detailing the watershed locations were left in the same location as in Figure 
3.28 so that the merging of smaller streams’ watersheds with adjacent larger ones would be 
noticeable.  
  
 The watershed delineation steps were repeated for the thirty-four waterways of interest 
using no stream network input (Figure 3.30).  Once again, the automated watershed delineation 
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module within BASINS could not delineate some of the smaller watersheds using the basic 
stream network input; the watersheds for these streams were merged with the watersheds of the 
stream they would naturally flow into. 
 
 
Figure 3.30 – Watersheds in Ascension Parish Delineated Using No Stream Network.  The 
numbers detailing the watershed locations were left in the same location as in Figure 3.28 
so that the merging of smaller streams’ watersheds with adjacent larger ones would be 
noticeable.   
 
3.2 Hydrologic Process Model Development and Hydrologic Process Modeling 
 
The US Army Corps of Engineers’ Hydrologic Engineering Center developed the 
Hydrologic Modeling System, HEC-HMS.  HEC-HMS simulates hydrologic processes, giving 
total outflow volumes, peak discharge rates, and the time to peak discharge for points of interest 
within the watershed model.  A HEC-HMS project consists of a basin model, a meteorological 
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model, and control specifications.  The basin model contains parameter and connectivity data for 
hydrologic elements.  Basin model elements include sub-basins, routing reaches, junctions, and 
outlets.  The meteorological model consists of storm event data representing historical or 
hypothetical conditions.  The control specifications specify time-related information for a model 
simulation.  HEC-HMS models were developed for two watersheds in Ascension Parish.  Three 
models were created for each of these two watersheds, each containing a different number of 
sub-basin elements within the basin model. 
3.2.1 Data Preparation 
Hydrologic modeling using HEC-HMS requires the extraction of topographic, topologic, 
and hydrologic parameters from the area of interest’s DEM (Olivera 2001).  The LIDAR DEM 
was used for the extraction of these parameters for the HEC-HMS project.  The detailed stream 
network also played an important role in preparing the DEM for analysis and the routing of flows 
in the model (Tarboton & Ames 2001).   Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) soil type 
data for Ascension Parish was downloaded from the NRCS website (soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov).  
Land use data was downloaded from the USGS website (seamless.usgs.gov) (Figure 3.31). 
 An SCS curve number grid was created to extract the curve numbers for areas of interest 
within the hydrologic models.  An SCS curve number is a parameter used in hydrology to predict 
runoff and infiltration resulting from excess precipitation.  The LIDAR DEM, soil type data, and 
land use / land cover data were all three used in the creation of the curve number grid.  The 
HEC-GeoHMS and ArcHydro extensions within ArcMap were used to process the data in the 
creation of the curve number grid.  All of the data was loaded into an ArcMap project.  Using the 
ArcHydro extension, the sinks in the LIDAR DEM were filled and the detailed stream network 




Figure 3.31 – USGS Land Cover / Land Use Classifications for Ascension Parish 
converted to a shapefile for later processing.  All shapefiles include an attribute table which 
contains links the spatial data of the shapefile to tabular data present in the attribute table.  The 
soil data shapefile’s attribute table was edited to include the fields PctA, PctB, PctC, and PctD.  
These fields were populated based on the different polygons within the soil data shapefile and 
their corresponding soil types (A, B, C, or D) to facilitate later processing (Figure 3.32).  The 
soil data shapefile and land use / land cover shapefile were then merged together using the Union 
command in ArcMap.  This was the last step in preparing the spatial data for the SCS curve 




Figure 3.32 – Soil Groups and Soil Data Shapefile’s Attribute Table 
An SCS curve number look-up table was created next (Figure 3.33).  A curve number 
look-up table contains curve numbers for different combinations of land use / land cover and soil 
groups.  The table can be referenced to populate a merged soil group / land use shapefile with 
SCS curve numbers (Figure 3.34).  The values used for the curve number look-up table were 
adapted from a Center for Research in Water Resources (CRWR) at the University of Texas 
report (Stone 2001); the full table can be found in Appendix E.    
Using the Create Parameter Grid command within the HEC-GeoHMS extension, the 
curve number grid was completed.  With the hydrologically correct DEM, the merged soil and 




Figure 3.33 – Curve Number Look-Up Table 
 
Figure 3.34 – Process for Creating Curve Number Grid 
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 to the ArcMap project (Figure 3.35). 
 
Figure 3.35 – Curve Number Grid for Ascension Parish 
3.2.2 Watershed Delineation 
The terrain processing and watershed delineation steps that were used in BASINS to 
delineate the watersheds for Ascension Parish were slightly different than the ones used in 
ArcMap to delineate watersheds for use in the HEC-HMS basin models.  In ArcMap, terrain 
processing was handled through the ArcHydro extension.  The first step involved the DEM 
Reconditioning command in ArcHydro.  This created a hydrologically correct DEM from the 
LIDAR DEM and detailed stream network.  The stream network was burned in using the 
AGREE method developed by the CRWR at the University of Texas at Austin (Hellweger and 
Maidment 1997).  This method involved first dropping the elevation of the cells corresponding to 
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the stream network by a certain amount.  A buffer was then created a certain distance away from 
the stream network in both tangent directions.  Elevation values were then assigned to the cells 
within the buffer region, creating a straight line from the elevation at the stream network to the 
cells at the edge of the buffer region (Figure 3.36).  The Fill Sinks command was then used to 
eliminate any future watershed delineation problems caused by these areas in the DEM.  This 
completed the terrain processing portion of the watershed delineation. 
 
Figure 3.36 – Stream Cross-Section Before and After AGREE Method Applied to DEM 
Using the Flow Direction command, a flow direction grid was created for the area of 
interest (Figure 3.37).  ArcHydro uses the D8 method instead of the D∞ method used in 
TauDEM 
 
Figure 3.37 – Flow Direction Grid for Grand Goudine Bayou 
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 within BASINS.   In the D8 method, a single flow direction in the direction of steepest slope 
towards one of the eight neighboring cardinal and diagonal grid cells is used to represent the 
flow field (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984).  With the flow direction grid as input, a flow 
accumulation grid was created (Figure 3.38).  The flow accumulation grid contains the  
 
Figure 3.38 – Flow Accumulation Grid for Grand Goudine Bayou 
accumulated number of cells upstream of a cell.  The next step was to create the stream network 
grid for the area of interest.  A stream threshold value was needed.  The default value, 
representing one percent of the maximum flow accumulation, was used.  Using a smaller value 
would have created a denser stream network with more potential sub-basins.  The stream 




Figure 3.39 – Stream Network Segmentation for Grand Goudine Bayou 
created with individual sub-basins delineated for each stream network reach (Figure 3.40).  The  
 




catchment grid and stream network grid were converted to shapefile format.  Sub-basins with an 
area smaller than 150 km2 were merged with the sub-basin they would flow into (Figure 3.41).  
This eliminated some of the sub-basins that were too small to offer any additional spatial detail 
about the watershed as a whole.       
 
Figure 3.41 – Stream Network and Sub-Basin Shapefiles for Grand Goudine Bayou 
3.2.3 HEC-HMS Model Development 
 At this point, two other less detailed sub-basin delineations were created from the 
detailed delineation.  The original sub-basin delineation, Delineation 1, was completed using the 
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default stream threshold value in ArcHydro of one percent of the total area of the watershed.  
This method created over forty sub-basins for the two watersheds being modeled.  A second 
delineation, Delineation 2, was completed manually by merging together sub-basins from 
Delineation 1.  In merging together these sub-basins, an attempt was made to create a few sub-
basins of similar size with similar land use patterns (Figure 3.42).  There were five sub-basins in  
 
Figure 3.42 – Sub-Basin ‘Delineation 2’ for Grand Goudine Bayou 
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Delineation 2 for both watersheds.  A third delineation, Delineation 3, was completed by 
merging all of the sub-basins together.  This created one sub-basin comprised the entire area of 
the watershed (Figure 3.43) 
 
Figure 3.43 – Sub-Basin ‘Delineation 3’ for Grand Goudine Bayou 
Using the HEC-GeoHMS extension within ArcMap, a HEC-HMS project was started.  
The stream network shapefile and sub-basin shapefile were representative of the reach and sub-
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basin elements in the HEC-HMS project.  Watershed characteristics were then extracted from the 
streams and sub-basins into their attribute tables.  These characteristics included river length, 
river slope, basin slope, longest flow path, basin centroid, centroid elevation, and centroidal flow 
path.   
 HMS processes were selected next.  HMS processes include the loss method, transform 
method, and baseflow type applied to the sub-basin elements in the model and the routing 
method applied to the reach elements.  Different HMS processes were selected for the different 
sub-basin delineations. 
For delineation 1, the SCS loss method and SCS transform method were selected for the 
initial modeling runs.  No baseflow method was selected.  The Muskingum routing method was 
originally selected for the reach elements.  The routing method was later changed to no routing 
because of instability in the model due to short reach lengths.  Using the SCS curve number grid, 
an average curve number was extracted for each sub-basin in the HEC-HMS basin model 
(Figure 3.44).   The average curve number in each sub-basin was used to calculate the initial 
abstraction (loss), for each sub-basin, using the following equation: Ia = 0.2 * S, where S = 
(1000/CN) - 10 and represents the potential maximum retention.  This value ranged from 0.3 – 
0.5 inches for all sub-basins. 
For Delineation 2, the SCS loss method and SCS transform method were selected for the 
initial modeling runs.  No baseflow method was selected.  The Muskingum routing method was 
selected for the reach elements.   
For Delineation 3, the SCS loss method and SCS transform method were again selected 
for the initial modeling runs.  No baseflow method was selected.  No routing method was 
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selected because there were no reach elements.  A reach element requires at least two sub-basin 
elements, an upstream sub-basin and a downstream sub-basin.    
 
Figure 3.44 – Average Sub-Basin Curve Numbers for Grand Goudine Bayou 
The lag time in each sub-basin was calculated next by the HEC-GeoHMS extension using 
the NRCS curve number method (Figure 3.45).  The longest flow path for each sub-basin was 
used in these calculations in addition to the average curve number.  The lag time describes the 
time it takes for the peak discharge from the sub-basin to reach the sub-basin outlet after a 




Figure 3.45 – Sub-Basin Lag Time and Sub-Basin Longest Flow Paths for Grand Goudine 
Bayou  
 
 Once all of the necessary hydrologic and topographic parameters and processes were 
input to the model, it was exported to a HEC-HMS project file (Figures 3.46 , 3.47, and, 3.48).  
This process converted all of the sub-basins and reaches in the model to sub-basin elements, 
reach, elements, and junction elements used in HEC-HMS.  The three HEC-HMS models 





Figure 3.46 - Grand Goudine Bayou ‘Delineation 1’ HEC-HMS Model 
 




Figure 3.48 - Grand Goudine Bayou ‘Delineation 3’ HEC-HMS Model 
3.2.4 Hydrologic Process Modeling 
 
 Once the models were opened in HEC-HMS, a few adjustments that could not be 
completed in ArcMap had to be made to the parameters and processes in the models.  The SCS 
Transform Method uses a default Standard graph type which uses a peaking coefficient of 484.  
The peaking coefficient measures the steepness of the unit hydrograph.  This value is too high 
for the flat terrain of south Louisiana, causing the peak discharge value to be too high when 
modeling.  This selection was changed to a Delmarva graph type with a peaking coefficient of 
284.  This graph type was developed for flat areas with high storage capacity, similar to the 
landscape of Ascension Parish (Welle, Woodward, Moody 1980).  While the peak discharge is 
lower when using the Delmarva graph type, the total runoff volume is the same when compared 
to the Standard graph type. 
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 Muskingum Routing requires two parameters to be calculated, X and K.  The Muskingum 
X parameter is a weighting parameter between inflow and outflow influence ranging from 0 – 
0.5.  Natural channels with no improvements and abundant overbank storage are represented by a 
value closer to 0 while channels which have been improved have a value closer to 0.5.  A 
Muskingum X parameter of 0.25 was used for the Grand Goudine and Muddy Creek watersheds.  
Both of these channels have undergone some improvements; but, they are far from concreted in, 
straightened channels.  The Muskingum K parameter represents the travel time through the 
reach.  This value was calculated for each individual reach where Muskingum Routing was 
selected using the following equation: K = Reach Length (ft) / (2 fps * 3600 s/HR).  A value of 2 
fps was selected for the velocity of the water through the reach.  This velocity was chosen based 
on the slope in the area.  Flow was only routed when a reach length allowed for a travel time 
through that reach greater than 0.25 hours.  All of the reaches in the Delineation 1 HEC-HMS 
models were too short to have a travel time greater than 0.25 hours.   
 Once all of the basin model inputs were completed, the meteorological model was 
created.  Three SCS type storms were used in the meteorological model, a 5-yr storm, 10-yr 
storm, and 100-yr storm.  The distribution of the rainfall in these storms was chosen as Type 2 
based on the geographic location of Ascension Parish.  The duration of all SCS design storms is 
24 hours. 
 The control specifications for the project control when a simulation starts and stops as 
well as the time interval for which calculations are made.  The simulation was set to start at 1:00 
AM on January 1, 2009 and end at 2:00 PM on January 2, 2009.  The dates have no importance.  
The time between the start of the model and end of the model, thirty-seven hours, does have 
some significance.  It must be long enough to capture all of the effects of the storm.  If runoff 
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from the design storm at the farthest reach of the watershed is still on its way to the watershed 
outlet after 37 hours, the model will not record these flows, and the results will be skewed.  The 
time interval selected for the model was one minute.  This was the shortest time interval 
available as an option in HEC-HMS and allowed the maximum number of simulation 
calculations. 
 With the three components of the HEC-HMS model complete, three simulation runs were 
set up for each model, one for each of the three different design storms.  The three simulation 
runs were computed for all three models for both watersheds. 
 All of the models were run a second time using the Initial and Constant Loss Method.  
The initial losses for each sub-basin were the same as in the previous model runs.  In a method 
similar to the one used in the creation of the curve number grid, a uniform loss rate grid was 
created.  This involved the use of a Uniform Loss Rate Lookup Table which equated specific 
land use categories and soil types with loss rates (Appendix H).  The uniform loss rate grid was 
then used to compute an average uniform loss rate for each sub-basin. 
 The Delineation 2 models were run again with a higher Muskingum X parameter of 0.3.  
The Delineation 1 and Delineation 3 models had no routing; so, there was no need to run these 
models again.  A higher Muskingum X parameter represents a more improved channel.     
 The computation for lag time in each sub-basin takes into account the longest flow path.  
HEC-GeoHMS computes the longest flow path for each sub-basin by linking the path of lowest 
elevations from the sub-basin outlet to the sub-basin’s headwaters (Figure 3.49).  During storm 
events, water does not necessarily flow directly along the path of lowest elevations.  As the water 
rises in the channel, the flow path becomes straighter than the longest flow path.  For this reason, 
the longest flow path and lag time are usually overestimated in larger sub-basins, like those in 
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Delineation 3.  In these larger sub-basins of the Delineation 3 models, the longest flow path was 
recalculated manually.  The straighter, shorter flow paths were used to calculate new, shorter lag 
times for use in additional model runs. 
 
Figure 3.49 – Longest Flow Path for Grand Goudine Bayou ‘Delineation 3’ Model 
The Southern Regional Climate Center published the Rainfall Frequency / Magnitude 
Atlas for the South-Central United States.  In this atlas, there are rainfall frequency / magnitude 
maps for the area that includes Ascension Parish.  These maps have incorporated rainfall data 
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that has been collected since the TP40 values were published.  More data allows for a better 
prediction of areal rainfall frequency / magnitude patterns.  All of the models were run a second 
time using the SRCC design storm precipitation levels (Appendix G).                        
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Watershed Delineation Using Different Stream Network Inputs 
 
4.1.1 Watershed Area 
 
 Although this study offered a relative comparison of the three sets of delineated 
watersheds and not an evaluation of their accuracy, an assumption was made that the set of 
watersheds delineated using the detailed stream network offered the best representation of the 
hydrology in Ascension Parish.  This assumption was made so that one set of watersheds could 
be used as the frame of reference by which differences between the three sets of watersheds were 
measured.  A slight difference between the total areas of the watersheds in Ascension Parish 
draining out to Lake Maurepas between the different delineations, -0.20% and 0.15%, can be 
attributed to small areas on the parish boundary not being included in certain delineations (Table 
4.1).  There are significant differences in the watershed areas for the delineations done using the 
different stream networks.  While the largest difference values may appear the most significant, 
it is important to look at them in the terms of the overall hydrology of the area.  Looking at the 
yellow highlights in Table 4.1, New River Canal experiences the largest percent difference 
values, increasing 554.57% for the primary stream network delineation and 2264.97% for the no 
stream network delineation.  However, this measurement is only taking into account water 
flowing directly into New River Canal and not water reaching the canal through other 
waterways.  In fact, when these flows are taken into account, the total watershed area draining to 
New River Canal actually shows a decrease of 5.51% and 7.75% respectively.  While still 
significant, this is a much less drastic change and a better representation of how the different 
delineations actually affect the represented hydrology of the area.   
 Looking at the waterways highest in Ascension Parish’s waterway hierarchy, Blind River 
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and Amite River, one can get a better overall picture of the differences between the three sets of 
watershed delineations (Figure 4.1).  The total area draining to the Amite River decreased by  
Table 4.1 – Watershed Areas and Their Percent Differences with the Watershed Areas 
from the Detailed Stream Network Delineations.  Waterways offset by one column to the 
right flow into the waterway above that is set one column to the left of the waterway in 
question (ie. Bayou Narcisse flows into Black Bayou to Saveiro Canal to New River Canal 
to Petite Amite River to Blind River to Lake Maurepas).  Waterways with two area values 
for the same stream network delineation are represented by the area draining directly to 
the waterway, left column, and the area draining through other listed waterways to the 
waterway in question in addition to the area draining directly to the waterway, right 
column.  Shaded cells are referenced in the text. 
 
 
3.71% and 7.47% while the area draining to Blind River increased by 1.05% and 2.89%.  The 
total area within the system stays fairly constant across all three sets of watershed delineations, 
and Blind River and Amite River are the only two outlets for draining this area; so, it makes 
sense that if one decreases, Amite River, the other must increase, Blind River, by the same 
amount.  Blind River’s watershed encompasses a larger area than the Amite River; therefore, a 
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smaller percentage change in the area draining to Blind River will cancel out a larger percentage 
change for the Amite River.   
 
Figure 4.1 – Highest Order Watersheds in Ascension Parish Delineated Using Detailed 
Stream Network 
 
 The percent changes in the area draining to Blind River and Amite River can be traced 
upstream to their lower order tributaries.  The two main waterways flowing into the Amite River 
are Henderson Bayou and Bayou Manchac.  For the no stream network delineation, the area 
losses for the Amite River can be traced back to both of these waterways; Bayou Manchac’s 
watershed area decreased 6.74% and Henderson Bayou’s watershed area decreased by 21.28%.  
 All previous discussion has focused on the differences between the set of watersheds 
delineated using the detailed stream network and the other two sets of watersheds.  However, 
significant differences also exist between the two sets of watersheds delineated using the basic 
stream network and no stream network.  While watershed area for Henderson Bayou experiences 
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a 4.89% increase under the basic stream network delineation, it undergoes a 6.74% decrease 
under the no stream network delineation.  Other significant differences include changes to the 
amount of watershed area for St James.  This watershed represents area draining across the 
Ascension Parish line with St James Parish, ending up in their system of canals, and eventually 
discharging into Blind River.  While the basic stream network delineation shows an increase of 
142.16% over the detailed stream network delineation, the no stream network delineation shows 
no area draining south across this political boundary.  Determinations as to how much water one 
political entity is ‘sending’ to or ‘pushing’ on another political entity are sensitive issues.  
4.1.2 Watershed Orientation 
 
 Even when the areas of watersheds delineated using different stream network inputs are 
similar, differences in a delineated watershed’s orientation can still affect an area’s hydrology.  
When comparing the Smith Bayou watershed delineation using the detailed stream network with 
the delineation using the basic stream network, there is only a 2.43% difference in watershed 
area.  This is not a substantial difference; but, the difference in watershed area does not show the 
complete picture.  The delineation using the detailed stream network for Smith Bayou includes 
an area near the watershed’s headwaters that is not included in the other delineation (Figure 4.2).  
The delineation using the basic stream network for Smith Bayou includes an area closer to the 
watershed’s tailwaters that is not included in the detailed stream network delineation.  These two 
areas that are each located in only one of the Smith Bayou delineations almost cancel out the 
difference in total watershed area between the two delineations; however, the distribution of the 
watershed’s area has changed.  A watershed with more of its total area closer to the watershed’s 




Figure 4.2 – Differences in Smith Bayou Watershed Orientation.  The blue outline 
represents the Smith Bayou watershed delineated using the detailed stream network.  The 
pink area represents the basic stream network delineation. 
 
of the Black Bayou watershed offer another example of small differences in watershed area, 




Figure 4.3 - Differences in Black Bayou Watershed Orientation.  The black outline 
represents the Smith Bayou watershed delineated using the detailed stream network.  The 
blue area represents the no stream network delineation. 
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4.2 Hydrologic Process Modeling 
 
 The three HEC-HMS models developed using the different sub-basin delineations, and 
their initial runs with the TP40 design storms are the main focus of this section of the thesis.  All 
subsequent HEC-HMS modeling was done to gain insight into how changes in certain processes 
and their parameters affect HEC-HMS outputs.  While this insight was helpful in evaluating the 
outputs from the original modeling runs, no conclusions were drawn from the additional 
modeling runs.  The comparisons between model outputs are merely relative comparisons and 
not an evaluation of a model’s accuracy. 
4.2.1 Sub-Basin Delineations  
 
 The Delineation 1 models for Muddy Creek each contained over forty sub-basins. The 
Delineation 2 models each contained five sub-basins.  The Delineation 3 models each contained 
one sub-basin.  There are significant differences in the peak discharge rates and the time to peak 
discharge across the three different HEC-HMS model outputs (Table 4.2).  As the number of 
sub-basins in the model decreases, the time to peak discharge increases; the time to peak 
discharge for the Grand Goudine Delineation 1 model is twelve hours and twenty-four minutes  
Table 4.2 – HEC-HMS Model Outputs – Sub-Basin Delineations 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:24 12:24 12:23 15:55 15:53 15:49 14:18 14:18 14:16 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 10365 12641 20244 3828 4684 7568 3511 4305 6984 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.09 6.22 10.07 5.09 6.22 10.07 5.09 6.22 10.07 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:18 12:17 12:17 16:35 16:33 16:30 14:18 14:18 14:17 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 8635 10489 16666 2790 3392 5410 2574 3143 5058 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.22 6.36 10.23 5.22 6.36 10.23 5.22 6.35 10.22 
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for the 5-year storm event as opposed to fourteen hours and eighteen minutes for the Grand 
Goudine Delineation 3 model for the same storm event.  This pattern is present in all models for 
all storm event magnitudes.  The peak discharge rate decreases along with the number of sub-
basins in the model; the peak discharge rate for the Muddy Creek Delineation 1 model is 16666 
cfs as opposed to 5058 cfs for the Muddy Creek Delineation 3 model for the same storm event.  
This pattern is also present for all models for all storm magnitudes.  The outflow volume for all 
three models stays stable when the same storm event is applied.  The slight decrease in outflow 
volume for the Muddy Creek Delineation 3 model is likely due to the end time in the control 
specifications component of the model being set too early; this stops the simulation before all of 
the outflow volume from the storm reaches the watershed outlet and is able to be recorded.  
Regardless, the 0.1 inch difference in outflow volume is insignificant.  In all three models, for 
the same storm event, the same volume of rainfall is inundating the same area.  The same loss 
method and average loss rate are applied over these areas.  Therefore, the volume exiting the 
watersheds should be the same.  
 The time to peak discharge and peak discharge outputs have similar percentage increases 
across all storm events from model to model (Table 4.3); when comparing Muddy Creek 
Delineation 1 with Muddy Creek Delineation 2, the time to peak discharge increases by 34.8%, 
34.7%, and 34.3%, respectively, for the 5-year, 10-year, and 100-year storm events.  When 
comparing the same two models’ peak discharges, the outputs experience decreases of 67.7%, 
67.7%, and 67.5% for the three design storm inputs.  The increases in time to peak discharge and 
decreases in peak discharge rate when comparing the Delineation 2 and Delineation 3 models for 
both watersheds are not as drastic as those present in the comparison between the Delineation 1 
and Delineation 2 model outputs.  However, the trends are continued.   
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  Table 4.3 – Percent Differences between Original HEC-HMS Model Outputs for Different 
Sub-Basin Delineations  
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1-2 2-3 1-3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (% ∆) 28.4 28.1 27.7 -10.2 -10.0 -9.8 15.3 15.3 15.2 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -63.1 -62.9 -62.6 -8.3 -8.1 -7.7 -66.1 -65.9 -65.5 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1-2 2-3 1-3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (% ∆) 34.8 34.7 34.3 -13.8 -13.6 -13.4 16.3 16.4 16.3 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -67.7 -67.7 -67.5 -7.7 -7.4 -6.5 -70.2 -70.0 -69.7 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 0 0 0 0 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 
 
 The trends in increasing time to peak discharge and decreasing peak discharge rate as the 
sub-basin detail in the models decreases are similar, even for the two different watersheds.  The 
differences when comparing the time to peak discharge for the Muddy Creek Delineation 1 and 
Delineation 3 models are 16.3%, 16.4%, and 16.3% for the three design storms.  When 
comparing the same outputs and models for Grand Goudine Bayou, the differences are 15.3%, 
15.3%, and 15.2%.  The differences when comparing the peak discharge rate for the Muddy 
Creek Delineation 1 and Delineation 3 models for the three design storms are -70.2%, -70.0%, 
and -69.7%.  When comparing the same outputs and models for Grand Goudine Bayou, the 
differences are -66.1%, -65.9%, and -65.5%.     
The differences in time to peak discharge and peak discharge rate as the sub-basin detail 
within the models changes are substantial.  The cause of these differences can only be 
speculated.  Since the total output volume is staying the same across the different models, this 
cannot be the cause of the increasing time to peak discharge or decreasing peak discharge rate.  
The Delineation 1 and Delineation 3 models contain no routing.  In the Delineation 1 models, 
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this has an obvious effect.  As the design storm is processed by the HEC-HMS model, a certain 
lag time is applied to the runoff in each sub-basin.  While the lag time values are not all equal, 
they are similar, as the sub-basins are all similar in size.  The lag time effects the time it takes for 
the peak flow for that individual sub-basin to reach the sub-basin’s outlet.  Once runoff begins to 
reach a sub-basin’s outlet, the flow is sent to the reach element that is its downstream 
connection.  With no routing selected for the reach element, the flow immediately ends up at the 
watershed’s outlet.  This underestimates the watershed’s time to peak flow.  Since all of the sub-
basins’ lag times are roughly the same, all of the sub-basins discharge their peak flow around the 
same time.  Normally, the peak discharge of the sub-basins closest to the watershed outlet would 
pass through the outlet before the peak discharges from sub-basins near the watershed’s 
headwaters could reach the outlet.  This attenuated the watershed’s peak discharge rates.  The 
peak discharge rates in the Delineation 1 models are overestimated because of this.   
While the Delineation 3 models also have no routing, they are not subject to the same 
problems as the Delineation 1 models.  Reach elements represent the stream network within 
HEC-HMS models and connect the individual sub-basins.  The Delineation 3 models have no 
routing because, with only one sub-basin, they have no reach elements.  In these models, the 
single sub-basin’s lag time effectively acts as the watershed’s routing.  The Delineation 3 models 
have an increased time to peak discharge and decreased peak discharge rate when compared to 
the other models.  This means that the sub-basin’s lag time in the Delineation 3 models is longer 
than the combined effect of the sub-basin lag time and routing in the Delineation 2 models.  This 
may be due to an overestimation of the sub-basin’s longest flow path, which is used to calculate 
the lag time, by the computer in the Delineation 3 models.       
 Without calibration, none of the models can be said to produce the most accurate results.  
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However, the purpose of this study was not to determine which model was more accurate.  The 
purpose was to study the differences in model outputs relative to each other.  Having more sub-
basins in the model, as in Delineation 1, allows for more detail.  The model can better represent 
the actual watershed by preserving certain characteristics as they exist spatially throughout the 
watershed.  The opposite of this would be Delineation 3, where all areas of the watershed are 
averaged and the resulting model is very generalized.  With a generalized model, the effect of the 
relative location of changes to a specific area of the watershed cannot be quantified.  Since any 
changes would be averaged out over the sub-basin which encompasses the entire watershed, the 
location of the changes in the watershed would not have an effect on the model output.  
 HEC-HMS was designed to model larger areas than watersheds of six or nine square 
miles.  Because of this, the Delineation 1 models, where an already small area was broken down 
into over forty even smaller areas, lose the ability to route flows.  In exchange for better spatial 
preservation of topographic and hydrologic characteristics throughout the watershed, the entire 
spatial orientation of the sub-basins within the watershed was lost.  The Delineation 2 models 
offer a compromise between the excessive detail present in the Delineation 1 models and the 
oversimplification of the Delineation 3 models.   
4.2.2 Initial and Constant Loss Method 
 
In subsequent model runs, the loss method was changed from the SCS Loss Method to 
Initial and Constant to determine the effect that the loss method had on the model results (Table 
4.4).  Changing the loss method had a negligible effect on the time to peak.  The peak discharge 





Table 4.4 – HEC-HMS Model Results – Initial and Constant Loss Method 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:24 12:24 12:24 15:42 15:42 15:42 14:14 14:14 14:14 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 12659 14820 22026 4626 5465 8264 4291 5072 7681 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.21 6.34 10.22 5.21 6.34 10.22 5.19 6.33 10.21 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:17 12:17 12:17 16:23 16:23 16:23 14:15 14:15 14:15 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 10456 12227 18132 3234 3818 5766 3090 3648 5511 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.35 6.5 10.4 5.34 6.49 10.39 5.33 6.49 10.38 
 
Table 4.5 – Percent Differences between Original Model Runs and Model Runs with Initial 
and Constant Loss Method 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) 22.1 17.2 8.8 20.8 16.7 9.2 22.2 17.8 10.0 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 2.4 1.9 1.5 2.4 1.9 1.5 2.0 1.8 1.4 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) 21.1 16.6 8.8 15.9 12.5 6.6 20.0 16.1 9.0 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 2.5 2.2 1.7 2.3 2.0 1.6 2.1 2.2 1.6 
 
4.2.3 Muskingum X Parameter 
 
 In subsequent model runs, the Muskingum X parameter was increased from 0.25 to 0.30 
to determine the effect that the routing parameter had on model outputs (Table 4.6).  Since there 
was no routing in the Delineation 1 and Delineation 3 models, only the Delineation 2 models 
were rerun with this change.  The difference in time to peak was negligible.  There was no 
difference in the total output volume (Table 4.7).  A slight decrease in the peak discharge rate 
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was shown for both watersheds.  A higher Muskingum X parameter represents a more improved 
channel with less overbank storage.   
Table 4.6 – HEC-HMS Model Outputs – Muskingum X Parameter 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 15:56 15:54 15:51 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 3883 4750 7671 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.09 6.22 10.07 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 16:37 16:35 16:32 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 2865 3483 5553 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.22 6.36 10.23 
 
Table 4.7 – Percent Differences between Original Model Runs and Model Runs with a 
Higher Muskingum X Parameter 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -16.1 -13.1 -7.2 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -11.4 -8.8 -3.7 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 
 
4.2.4 Lag Time 
 
 In subsequent model runs, the lag time in the Delineation 3 models was decreased by 
modifying the longest flow path.  This was done to determine the effect that the lag time had on 
model outputs (Table 4.8).  The lag time was only changed in the Delineation 3 models where 
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the accuracy of this computer generated parameter was in question.  The longest flow path’s 
course was straightened, shortening it from 11184 feet to 9808 feet.  This, in turn, decreased the 
lag time.  The watersheds’ time to peak and peak discharge rate both decreased as a result of this 
change (Table 4.9).    
Table 4.8 – HEC HMS Model Outputs – Lag Time 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 13:57 13:56 13:55 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 3997 4898 7938 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.09 6.22 10.07 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 13:54 13:54 13:53 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 2979 3636 5844 
Outflow Volume (in) 5.22 6.36 10.23 
 
Table 4.9 – Percent Differences between Original Model Runs and Model Runs with a 
Shorter Lag Time 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (min) -21 -22 -21 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -12.2 -12.1 -12.0 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (min) -24 -24 -24 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -13.6 -13.6 -13.4 






4.2.5 SRCC Rainfall Values 
 
 In subsequent model runs, the SRCC design storms were used instead of the TP40 design 
storms to determine the effect different rainfall values had on model outputs (Table 4.10).  The  
Table 4.10 – HEC-HMS Model Outputs – SRCC Rainfall Values 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:24 12:24 12:24 15:58 15:55 15:50 14:20 14:19 14:17 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 7920 9798 17394 2914 3616 6484 2664 3314 5976 
Outflow Volume (in) 3.89 4.81 8.62 3.89 4.81 8.62 3.89 4.81 8.61 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:18 12:18 12:17 16:37 16:35 16:31 14:19 14:19 14:17 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 6639 8173 14354 2144 2640 4653 1965 2432 4338 
Outflow Volume (in) 4.01 4.94 8.77 4.01 4.94 8.77 4 4.93 8.76 
 
SRCC rainfall values used were 6 inches, 7 inches, and 11 inches for the 5-year, 10-year, and 
100-year storms. The TP40 rainfall values were 7.3 inches, 8.5 inches, and 12.5 inches for the 
three design storms.  For all three design storms, the rainfall amounts were less.  The slightly 
smaller rainfall amounts had a significant effect on the peak discharge rates and total outflow 















Table 4.11 – Percent Differences between Original Model Runs and Model Runs with 
SRCC Rainfall Values 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -23.6 -22.5 -14.1 -23.9 -22.8 -14.3 -24.1 -23.0 -14.4 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) -23.6 -22.7 -14.4 -23.6 -22.7 -14.4 -23.6 -22.7 -14.5 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -23.1 -22.1 -13.9 -23.2 -22.2 -14.0 -23.7 -22.6 -14.2 




CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1 Study Summary 
 
 Three sets of watersheds were delineated for Ascension Parish using different stream 
network inputs.  There is no way to say how accurately these sets of watersheds represent the 
hydrology in Ascension Parish without doing an extensive field study to observe the entire area 
during a rainfall event.  However, because of the differences present in the watersheds’ areas and 
orientations, it can be said that one set of watersheds is more accurate than the other two in the 
study.  The detailed stream network offers the most accurate representation of the study site’s 
flow paths and directions.  Therefore, the set of watersheds delineated using this input best 
represents the hydrology of the study site.  There are significant differences between the other 
two sets of watersheds when compared to the detailed stream network set.  If one of the less 
accurate stream networks and, accordingly, one of the less accurate sets of watersheds were used 
in a hydrologic model of the area, the results would not be ideal.  This could potentially have 
effects on flood protection design and future planning and development in the area. 
 Three hydrologic models were created for two watersheds in Ascension Parish using 
different sub-basin delineations.  There were noticeable trends present in the outputs.  Time to 
peak discharge increased with a decrease in sub-basin detail across the models.  Peak discharge 
rate decreased with a decrease in sub-basin detail across the models.  Total outflow volume 
stayed the same across all of the models.  Although the models with more sub-basins allowed for 
a more accurate spatial representation of the watersheds’ characteristics, the watersheds’ 
increased fragmentation led to other problems in accurately representing the physical processes 
taking place within the watershed.  The models with the fewest number of sub-basins presented a 
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generalized view of the watersheds.  This did not allow for evaluating the effects of changes in 
watershed characteristics in smaller areas throughout the watershed.  
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 
 Accurate input data is essential to any type of modeling; hydrologic process modeling is 
no exception.  The LIDAR elevation study found that the LIDAR DEM was 0.51 ft higher than 
the survey elevations on average.  One potential source of error that was not checked was 
corrections to the geoid model which occurred between the time the LIDAR data was collected 
and the time of the elevation survey.  This should be checked to rule out or verify this as a 
potential source of part of the 0.51 ft average error.  The LIDAR elevation data that was used is 
the most accurate, detailed elevation data available for the study area.  However, it still needed to 
be modified to accurately model the hydrology of the area.  The LIDAR DEM’s two major 
shortcomings were that it measured the elevation of the water surface where land was submerged 
and it could not account for subsurface water conveyances.  Since the LIDAR DEM will likely 
be used over and over again as the best available elevation data for the area, steps should be 
taken to permanently correct the DEM in problem areas.  Available stream cross-sections could 
be merged into the DEM to eliminate the need to burn in stream networks, which lowers the 
DEM to artificial elevations at these locations.  A GIS database should also be created with the 
locations of all bridges and culverts in Ascension Parish.  When the LIDAR DEM is being used 
for hydrologic modeling, the hydrologic barriers can be breached at these points.  The backwater 
swamps in Ascension Parish are submerged a majority of the time.  All of the LIDAR elevations 
at the locations are inaccurately high.  Other sources of elevation data, although not as detailed, 
should be used to correct the elevations in these areas.       
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 Before any drainage improvements are made, numerous studies are usually done to try to 
predict any potential positive or negative effects the project may have.  However, once the 
project is completed, few studies are done to actually verify the benefits of the project.  Using the 
current LIDAR DEM as a template, historical DEMs could be created.  Major construction 
projects such as levees, canals, and highways could be removed from the DEM.  The area of the 
DEM could be restored to pre-project conditions using construction plans from the project.  A 
better insight could be gained into how much major construction projects and drainage 
improvements have altered the hydrology of the area. 
 While the results from the HEC-HMS modeling give an idea of how sub-basin detail 
affects model output, they don’t give an idea as to which outputs are more accurate.  This can 
only be discerned by calibrating the models with the USGS gages currently located on the two 
studied waterways.  This calibration would be difficult since the gages only record water levels 
and not flow data.  The water level gage on Muddy Creek is heavily influenced by backwater in 
Bayou Manchac.  This influence would have to be filtered out of the water level readings in 
order for the data to be useful in calibration of the model.  The water levels at the gage on Grand 
Goudine Bayou are affected by the pumping station on New River Canal, where Grand Goudine 
Bayou eventually drains.  Knowledge of whether the pumps were in use and how many were 
being used would be necessary to use the water level data at this gage for model calibration.  
While using these gages to calibrate the HEC-HMS models presents problems, it can still be 
accomplished.  Calibrating the models with these gages would allow the accuracy of the models 
at different sub-basin detail to be compared. 
 To give a better picture of the trends present in the outputs of hydrologic models with 
different sub-basin inputs, more variations of sub-basin delineations could be completed.  Instead 
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of only having three different sub-basin inputs, ten or more could be completed.  Trends 
noticeable between the outputs from hydrologic models with five sub-basins and the outputs 
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APPENDIX A: BENCHMARK DATASHEET (1992 UPDATE) 
 
BJ4462 *********************************************************************** 
BJ4462 CBN - This is a Cooperative Base Network Control Station. 
BJ4462 DESIGNATION - 3 H 019 
BJ4462 PID - BJ4462 
BJ4462 STATE/COUNTY- LA/ASCENSION 
BJ4462 USGS QUAD - SORRENTO (1980) 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 *CURRENT SURVEY CONTROL 
BJ4462 ___________________________________________________________________ 
BJ4462* NAD 83(1992)- 30 09 14.96860(N) 090 48 38.05860(W) ADJUSTED 
BJ4462* NAVD 88 - 8.3 (meters) 27. (feet) GPS OBS 
BJ4462 ___________________________________________________________________ 
BJ4462 X - -78,085.069 (meters) COMP 
BJ4462 Y - -5,519,123.919 (meters) COMP 
BJ4462 Z - 3,185,152.435 (meters) COMP 
BJ4462 LAPLACE CORR- 0.78 (seconds) DEFLEC99 
BJ4462 ELLIP HEIGHT- -18.48 (meters) GPS OBS 
BJ4462 GEOID HEIGHT- -26.80 (meters) GEOID99 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 HORZ ORDER - B 
BJ4462 VERT ORDER - SECOND CLASS I (See Below) 
BJ4462 ELLP ORDER - FOURTH CLASS I 
BJ4462 
BJ4462.The horizontal coordinates were established by GPS observations 
BJ4462.and adjusted by the National Geodetic Survey in September 1992. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462.The orthometric height was determined by GPS observations and a 
BJ4462.high-resolution geoid model. 
BJ4462.The vertical order pertains to the superseded datum. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462.The X, Y, and Z were computed from the position and the ellipsoidal ht. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462.The Laplace correction was computed from DEFLEC99 derived deflections. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462.The ellipsoidal height was determined by GPS observations 
BJ4462.and is referenced to NAD 83. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462.The geoid height was determined by GEOID99. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462; North East Units Scale Converg. 
BJ4462;SPC LA S - 183,469.016 1,050,357.437 MT 0.99992931 +0 15 41.0 
BJ4462;UTM 15 - 3,337,891.923 710,863.749 MT 1.00014859 +1 06 00.8 
BJ4462 
BJ4462: Primary Azimuth Mark Grid Az 
BJ4462:SPC LA S - 3 H 018 283 21 08.6 
BJ4462:UTM 15 - 3 H 018 282 30 48.8 
BJ4462 
BJ4462|---------------------------------------------------------------------| 
BJ4462| PID Reference Object Distance Geod. Az | 
BJ4462| dddmmss.s | 
BJ4462| BJ4461 LAVERT 1973 RM 3 APPROX. 1.6 KM 0985746.8 | 
BJ4462| BJ4463 3 H 018 APPROX. 1.4 KM 2833649.6 | 
BJ4462|---------------------------------------------------------------------| 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 SUPERSEDED SURVEY CONTROL 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 NAD 83(1986)- 30 09 14.98420(N) 090 48 38.06188(W) AD( ) 2 
BJ4462 NAD 27 - 30 09 14.26953(N) 090 48 37.72048(W) AD( ) 2 




BJ4462.Superseded values are not recommended for survey control. 
BJ4462.NGS no longer adjusts projects to the NAD 27 or NGVD 29 datums. 
BJ4462.<a href="ds_lookup.prl?Item=HOW_SUP_DET">See file dsdata.txt </a>to determine 
how the superseded data were derived. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462_MARKER: DD = SURVEY DISK 
BJ4462_SETTING: 7 = SET IN TOP OF CONCRETE MONUMENT 
BJ4462_STAMPING: 3H019 1979 
BJ4462_MARK LOGO: LADH 
BJ4462_MAGNETIC: R = STEEL ROD IMBEDDED IN MONUMENT 
BJ4462_STABILITY: C = MAY HOLD, BUT OF TYPE COMMONLY SUBJECT TO 
BJ4462+STABILITY: SURFACE MOTION 
BJ4462_SATELLITE: THE SITE LOCATION WAS REPORTED AS SUITABLE FOR 
BJ4462+SATELLITE: SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS - March 26, 1992 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 HISTORY - Date Condition Report By 
BJ4462 HISTORY - 1978 MONUMENTED LADTD 
BJ4462 HISTORY - 1978 GOOD LADTD 
BJ4462 HISTORY - 19910826 GOOD LADTD 
BJ4462 HISTORY - 19920326 GOOD 
BJ4462 HISTORY - 19960116 GOOD LADTD 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 STATION DESCRIPTION 
BJ4462 
BJ4462'DESCRIBED BY LA TRANSP AND DEV 1978 (TLH) 
BJ4462'THE STATION IS LOCATED IN THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 21, T 10 S, 
BJ4462'R 4 E, ON PROPERTY OWNED BY THE LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS. 
BJ4462' 
BJ4462'TO REACH THE STATION FROM THE INTERSECTION OF U.S. 61 AND 
BJ4462'INTERSTATE 10 DRIVE WEST ALONG INTERSTATE 10 FOR 0.4 MILES TO 
BJ4462'STATION ON THE LEFT IN MEDIAN. 
BJ4462' 
BJ4462'THE STATION MARKS ARE STANDARD LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
BJ4462'AND U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY DISKS STAMPED 3H019 1978. THE 
BJ4462'SURFACE DISK IS SET IN TOP OF A 12-INCH ROUND CONCRETE MONUMENT 
BJ4462'THAT IS FLUSH WITH THE GROUND SURFACE. THE STATION IS 138 FEET 
BJ4462'SOUTHWEST OF WEST RAIL OF RAILROAD, 69.50 FEET SOUTH SOUTHWEST OF 
BJ4462'MIDDLE PILING OF WEST BOUND LANE, 22.50 FEET NORTH NORTHWEST OF 
BJ4462'CENTER LINE OF EAST BOUND LANE OF INTERSTATE 10, 3 FEET NORTH 
BJ4462'OF NORTHWEST CORNER OF ABUTTMENT OF A BRIDGE ON THE EAST BOUND 
BJ4462'LANE OF INTERSTATE 10, 2 FEET EAST METAL WITNESS POST AND SIGN. 
BJ4462'THE SUB-SURFACE DISK IS SET IN TOP OF AN IRREGULAR MASS OF 
BJ4462'CONCRETE ABOUT 36 INCHES BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 STATION RECOVERY (1978) 
BJ4462 
BJ4462'RECOVERY NOTE BY LA TRANSP AND DEV 1978 
BJ4462'RECOVERED IN GOOD CONDITION. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 STATION RECOVERY (1991) 
BJ4462 
BJ4462'RECOVERY NOTE BY LA TRANSP AND DEV 1991 
BJ4462'THE STATION IS LOCATED 19.0 MI (30.6 KM) NORTHWEST OF LAPLACE, 8.0 MI 
BJ4462'(12.9 KM) EAST-NORTHEAST OF DONALDSONVILLE AND 2.5 MI (4.0 KM) 
BJ4462'SOUTHEAST OF SORRENTO, IN THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 21, T 10 S, 
BJ4462'R 4 E. OWNERSHIP--LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
BJ4462'DEVELOPMENT. 
BJ4462'TO REACH THE STATION FROM THE JUNCTION OF U.S. HIGHWAY 61 AND 
BJ4462'INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 10, JUST SOUTH OF SORRENTO, GO WEST FOR 0.4 MI 
BJ4462'(0.6 KM) ON INTERSTATE 10 TO THE STATION ON THE LEFT, SET IN THE 
BJ4462'MEDIAN OF THE INTERSTATE NEAR THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE EAST BOUND 
BJ4462'BRIDGE, JUST NORTH OF A RAILROAD OVERPASS. 
BJ4462'THE STATION IS 54.0 FT (16.5 M) SOUTH-SOUTHWEST FROM A CONCRETE PILING 
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BJ4462'UNDER THE WEST BOUND LANE BRIDGE, 22.5 FT (6.9 M) NORTH FROM THE 
BJ4462'CENTER OF THE EAST BOUND LANES, 3.0 FT (0.9 M) NORTH FROM THE 
BJ4462'NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE EAST BOUND BRIDGE ABUTMENT, 4.5 FT (1.4 M) 
BJ4462'EAST-NORTHEAST FROM A FIBERGLASS WITNESS POST, 2.0 FT (0.6 M) EAST 
BJ4462'FROM A METAL WITNESS POST WITH A SIGN ATTACHED, FLUSH WITH THE GROUND 
BJ4462'AND ABOUT 1.0 FT (0.3 M) BELOW THE LEVEL OF THE HIGHWAY. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 STATION RECOVERY (1992) 
BJ4462 
BJ4462'RECOVERED 1992 
BJ4462'RECOVERED IN GOOD CONDITION. 
BJ4462 
BJ4462 STATION RECOVERY (1996) 
BJ4462 
BJ4462'RECOVERY NOTE BY LA TRANSP AND DEV 1996 (TLH) 





























APPENDIX B: BENCHMARK DATASHEET (2007 UPDATE) 
 
 BJ4434 *********************************************************************** 
 BJ4434  DESIGNATION -  SORRENTO SHELL MICROWAVE 
 BJ4434  PID         -  BJ4434 
 BJ4434  STATE/COUNTY-  LA/ASCENSION 
 BJ4434  USGS QUAD   -  SORRENTO (1980) 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434                         *CURRENT SURVEY CONTROL 
 BJ4434  ___________________________________________________________________ 
 BJ4434* NAD 83(2007)-  30 11 15.06340(N)    090 50 50.32408(W)     ADJUSTED   
 BJ4434* NAVD 88     -   8.06          (meters)   26.44      (feet)      
 BJ4434  ___________________________________________________________________ 
 BJ4434  LAPLACE CORR-           0.78  (seconds)                    DEFLEC99 
 BJ4434  GEOID HEIGHT-         -26.72  (meters)                     GEOID03 
 BJ4434  HORZ ORDER  -  THIRD 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434.The horizontal coordinates were established by classical geodetic methods 
 BJ4434.and adjusted by the National Geodetic Survey in January 1993. 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434.The Laplace correction was computed from DEFLEC99 derived deflections. 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434.The geoid height was determined by GEOID03. 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434;                    North         East     Units Scale Factor Converg. 
 BJ4434;SPC LA S     -   187,151.243 1,046,802.584   MT  0.99993103   +0 14 34.9 
 BJ4434;SPC LA S     -   614,012.04  3,434,384.81   sFT  0.99993103   +0 14 34.9 
 BJ4434;UTM  15      - 3,341,522.441   707,254.584   MT  1.00012997   +1 04 58.2 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434                          SUPERSEDED SURVEY CONTROL 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434  NAD 83(1986)-  30 11 15.07876(N)    090 50 50.32563(W) AD(       ) 4 
 BJ4434  NAD 27      -  30 11 14.36754(N)    090 50 49.97883(W) AD(       ) 3 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434.Superseded values are not recommended for survey control. 
 BJ4434.NGS no longer adjusts projects to the NAD 27 or NGVD 29 datums. 
 BJ4434.See file dsdata.txt to determine how the superseded data were derived. 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434_U.S. NATIONAL GRID SPATIAL ADDRESS: 15RYP0725541522(NAD 83) 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434  HISTORY     - Date     Condition        Report By 
 BJ4434  HISTORY     - 1973     FIRST OBSERVED   NGS 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434                          STATION DESCRIPTION 
 BJ4434 
 BJ4434'DESCRIBED BY NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY 1973 (JCA) 
 BJ4434'THE POINT INTERSECTED WAS THE RED LIGHT ATOP THE SORRENTO, SHELL 
 BJ4434'PIPELINE COMPANY MICROWAVE KXM 64, LOCATED 0.3 MILE SOUTHEAST OF 
 BJ4434'SORRENTO AND ON THE NORTH SIDE OF U.S. HIGHWAY 61.  IT IS A STEEL 
 BJ4434'STRUCTURE, TRIANGULAR AND CROSS SECTIONED, 300 FEET IN HEIGHT, RED 
 BJ4434'AND WHITE IN ALTERNATE SECTIONS, GUYED AND HAS TWO ROUND DISHES 























APPENDIX D: NLCD LAND COVER CLASS DEFINITIONS 
 
11. Open Water - All areas of open water, generally with less than 25% cover of vegetation or 
soil. 
 
12. Perennial Ice/Snow - All areas characterized by a perennial cover of ice and/or snow, 
generally greater than 25% of total cover. 
 
21. Developed, Open Space - Includes areas with a mixture of some constructed materials, but 
mostly vegetation in the form of lawn grasses. Impervious surfaces account for less than 20 
percent of total cover. These areas most commonly include large-lot single-family housing units, 
parks, golf courses, and vegetation planted in developed settings for recreation, erosion control, 
or aesthetic purposes 
 
22. Developed, Low Intensity - Includes areas with a mixture of constructed materials and 
vegetation. Impervious surfaces account for 20-49 percent of total cover. These areas most 
commonly include single-family housing units. 
 
23. Developed, Medium Intensity - Includes areas with a mixture of constructed materials and 
vegetation. Impervious surfaces account for 50-79 percent of the total cover. These areas most 
commonly include single-family housing units. 
 
24. Developed, High Intensity - Includes highly developed areas where people reside or work in 
high numbers. Examples include apartment complexes, row houses and commercial/industrial. 
Impervious surfaces account for 80 to100 percent of the total cover. 
 
31. Barren Land (Rock/Sand/Clay) - Barren areas of bedrock, desert pavement, scarps, talus, 
slides, volcanic material, glacial debris, sand dunes, strip mines, gravel pits and other 
accumulations of earthen material. Generally, vegetation accounts for less than 15% of total 
cover. 
 
32. Unconsolidated Shore* - Unconsolidated material such as silt, sand, or gravel that is subject 
to inundation and redistribution due to the action of water. Characterized by substrates lacking 
vegetation except for pioneering plants that become established during brief periods when 
growing conditions are favorable. Erosion and deposition by waves and currents produce a 
number of landforms representing this class. 
 
41. Deciduous Forest - Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 5 meters tall, and 
greater than 20% of total vegetation cover. More than 75 percent of the tree species shed foliage 
simultaneously in response to seasonal change. 
 
42. Evergreen Forest - Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 5 meters tall, and 
greater than 20% of total vegetation cover. More than 75 percent of the tree species maintain 




43. Mixed Forest - Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 5 meters tall, and greater 
than 20% of total vegetation cover. Neither deciduous nor evergreen species are greater than 75 
percent of total tree cover. 
 
51. Dwarf Scrub - Alaska only areas dominated by shrubs less than 20 centimeters tall with 
shrub canopy typically greater than 20% of total vegetation. This type is often co-associated with 
grasses, sedges, herbs, and non-vascular vegetation. 
 
52. Shrub/Scrub - Areas dominated by shrubs; less than 5 meters tall with shrub canopy 
typically greater than 20% of total vegetation. This class includes true shrubs, young trees in an 
early successional stage or trees stunted from environmental conditions. 
 
71. Grassland/Herbaceous - Areas dominated by grammanoid or herbaceous vegetation, 
generally greater than 80% of total vegetation. These areas are not subject to intensive 
management such as tilling, but can be utilized for grazing. 
 
72. Sedge/Herbaceous - Alaska only areas dominated by sedges and forbs, generally greater 
than 80% of total vegetation. This type can occur with significant other grasses or other grass 
like plants, and includes sedge tundra, and sedge tussock tundra. 
 
73. Lichens - Alaska only areas dominated by fruticose or foliose lichens generally greater than 
80% of total vegetation. 
 
74. Moss - Alaska only areas dominated by mosses, generally greater than 80% of total 
vegetation. 
 
81. Pasture/Hay - Areas of grasses, legumes, or grass-legume mixtures planted for livestock 
grazing or the production of seed or hay crops, typically on a perennial cycle. Pasture/hay 
vegetation accounts for greater than 20 percent of total vegetation. 
 
82. Cultivated Crops - Areas used for the production of annual crops, such as corn, soybeans, 
vegetables, tobacco, and cotton, and also perennial woody crops such as orchards and vineyards. 
Crop vegetation accounts for greater than 20 percent of total vegetation. This class also includes 
all land being actively tilled. 
 
90. Woody Wetlands - Areas where forest or shrubland vegetation accounts for greater than 20 
percent of vegetative cover and the soil or substrate is periodically saturated with or covered with 
water. 
 
91. Palustrine Forested Wetland* -Includes all tidal and non-tidal wetlands dominated by 
woody vegetation greater than or equal to 5 meters in height and all such wetlands that occur in 
tidal areas in which salinity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 percent. Total vegetation 
coverage is greater than 20 percent. 
 
92. Palustrine Scrub/Shrub Wetland* - Includes all tidal and non-tidal wetlands dominated by 
woody vegetation less than 5 meters in height, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal areas in 
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which salinity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 percent. Total vegetation coverage is 
greater than 20 percent. The species present could be true shrubs, young trees and shrubs or trees 
that are small or stunted due to environmental conditions. 
 
93. Estuarine Forested Wetland* - Includes all tidal wetlands dominated by woody vegetation 
greater than or equal to 5 meters in height, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal areas in 
which salinity due to ocean-derived salts is equal to or greater than 0.5 percent. Total vegetation 
coverage is greater than 20 percent. 
 
94. Estuarine Scrub/Shrub Wetland* - Includes all tidal wetlands dominated by woody 
vegetation less than 5 meters in height, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal areas in which 
salinity due to ocean-derived salts is equal to or greater than 0.5 percent. Total vegetation 
coverage is greater than 20 percent. 
 
95. Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands - Areas where perennial herbaceous vegetation accounts 
for greater than 80 percent of vegetative cover and the soil or substrate is periodically saturated 
with or covered with water. 
 
96. Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Persistent)* - Includes all tidal and non-tidal wetlands 
dominated by persistent emergent vascular plants, emergent mosses or lichens, and all such 
wetlands that occur in tidal areas in which salinity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 
percent. Plants generally remain standing until the next growing season. 
 
97. Estuarine Emergent Wetland* - Includes all tidal wetlands dominated by erect, rooted, 
herbaceous hydrophytes (excluding mosses and lichens) and all such wetlands that occur in tidal 
areas in which salinity due to ocean-derived salts is equal to or greater than 0.5 percent and that 
are present for most of the growing season in most years. Perennial plants usually dominate these 
wetlands. 
 
98. Palustrine Aquatic Bed* - The Palustrine Aquatic Bed class includes tidal and nontidal 
wetlands and deepwater habitats in which salinity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 percent 
and which are dominated by plants that grow and form a continuous cover principally on or at 
the surface of the water. These include algal mats, detached floating mats, and rooted vascular 
plant assemblages. 
 
99. Estuarine Aquatic Bed* - Includes tidal wetlands and deepwater habitats in which salinity 
due to ocean-derived salts is equal to or greater than 0.5 percent and which are dominated by 
plants that grow and form a continuous cover principally on or at the surface of the water. These 
include algal mats, kelp beds, and rooted vascular plant assemblages. 
 







APPENDIX E: CURVE NUMBER LOOK-UP TABLE 
 






APPENDIX F: MUDDY CREEK HEC-HMS MODELS 
 
 




Figure F.2 - Muddy Creek ‘Delineation 2’ HEC-HMS Model 
 






































































APPENDIX H: UNIFORM LOSS RATE LOOK-UP TABLE 
 






APPENDIX I: MODEL RUN COMPARISONS USING SRCC 
RAINFALL VALUES 
 
Table I.1 – HEC-HMS Model Outputs Using SRCC Rainfall Values – Initial and Constant 
Loss Method 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:24 12:24 12:24 15:42 15:42 15:42 14:14 14:14 14:14 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 10317 12118 19324 3719 4416 7214 3449 4097 6701 
Outflow Volume (in) 4.03 4.94 8.76 4.03 4.94 8.76 4.03 4.92 8.75 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 12:17 12:17 12:17 16:23 16:23 16:23 14:15 14:15 14:15 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 8537 10013 15917 2601 3087 5035 2487 2951 4812 
Outflow Volume (in) 4.15 5.07 8.93 4.14 5.05 8.92 4.14 5.05 8.91 
 
Table I.2 – Percent Differences between TP40 Rainfall Values and SRCC Values with 
Initial and Constant Loss Method 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -23.2 -19.1 -10.0 -19.6 -19.2 -12.7 -22.8 -19.1 -10.8 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) -22.6 -22.1 -14.3 -22.6 -22.1 -14.3 -22.6 -22.1 -14.3 
          
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 1 2 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -22.2 -18.4 -9.8 -19.6 -19.1 -12.7 -21.0 -17.6 -9.9 












Table I.3 – HEC-HMS Model Outputs Using SRCC Rainfall Values – Higher Muskingum 
X Parameter 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 15:59 15:57 15:52 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 2956 3667 6573 
Outflow Volume (in) 3.89 4.81 8.62 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 16:39 16:37 16:33 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 2202 2711 4776 
Outflow Volume (in) 4.01 4.94 8.77 
 
Table I.4 – Percent Differences between TP40 Rainfall Values and SRCC Values with a 
Higher Muskingum X Parameter 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -23.9 -22.8 -14.3 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) -23.6 -22.7 -14.4 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 2 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -23.2 -22.2 -14.0 
















Table I.5 – HEC-HMS Model Outputs Using SRCC Rainfall Values – Shorter Lag Time 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 13:58 13:57 13:56 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 3034 3773 6795 
Outflow Volume (in) 3.89 4.81 8.62 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (hh:mm) 13:55 13:54 13:53 
Peak Discharge (cfs) 2275 2816 5015 
Outflow Volume (in) 4.01 4.94 8.77 
 
Table I.6 – Percent Differences between TP40 Rainfall Values and SRCC Values with a 
Shorter Lag Time 
 
Watershed GRAND GOUDINE 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (min) 22 22 21 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -12.2 -12.2 -12.1 
Outflow Volume (% ∆) 0.0 0.0 -0.1 
    
Watershed MUDDY CREEK 
Delineation 3 
Storm Event 5 Yr 10 Yr 100 Yr 
Time to Peak (min) 24 25 24 
Peak Discharge (% ∆) -13.6 -13.6 -13.5 
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